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THE FIRST TOUCH OF FALL
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BEFORE COMMITTEE ON

SLUSH FUNDS
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ASKING
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MR. HILLES

YOUNG

FOR LISTS

THEM TO VOTE FOR

EFFORT IS MADE TO REFUTE CERTAIN

"

STEEL CORPORATION IS

Lhi

ASKED MR. HARRIMAn

CAMPAIGN

203

WILSON CHARGES THAT

'

'

I'LL HAVE JO HAVE A
HE HAT. XX IS 6ETTIHO
TOO
FOR STRAWS

'

v

NO.

OF THEIR

PRESIDENT

IS

SENDING TO CORPORA-

EMPLOYES,

IN

ORDER

TO INDUCE

TAFT AND A HIGH TARIFF

FOR HIGH STANDARD OF

TESTIMONY OF PREVIOUS SESSIONS

LIVING AS AGAINST PAUPER STANDARD

When Charles Edward Russell, socialist candidate for governor of New
York took the stand, Chairman Clapp
rea dto him a report of one of his
speeches in a New York paper, de
scribing an alleged telephone conver-eatiobetween J. P. Morgan and' the
White House during the 1904 campaign in which Mr. Morgan was asked for a $10,000 contribution to the
republican campaign fund. The published report said Wayne MacVeagh,
former attorney general, was a witness to the conversation.
Mr. RuBsell said the Btory came to
him in 1910 from Judsqn C. Wolliver
who told him he had the story from

Pueblo, Colo., Oct. 7. That the introducing the correspondents by
L:nited Steel Corporation "is behind name, "have been
my companions
'
the third party program in regard to throughout the campaign."
Mr. Bryan said he watched the
regulation of the trusts'' was the
charge made by Governor Woodrow governor closely in his five speeches
uaon ia a speech here today. Cor- here and sized him up as a first rate
roborative evidence, of that assertion, campaigner who adapts himself adthe governor said, was coming to him mirably to his crowds.
"I wouldn't concede any of the
every day.
"It is a very interesting circum- western states to Tuft or Roosevelt,"
stance," said Governor Wilson, "that he said, speaking of the western sitthe American Steel Corporation is be- uation. "I would not pick out any
hind the third party program as re- state and concede it to either Taft or
Even in California I put
gards the regulation of the trusts. Roosevelt.
Now I don't want to say that to pre- Roosevelt and Taft in the same class.
judice you because I am not here to They may tie for second place.
indict any body. I am performing. I
is
"Governor
Wilson
gaining
am perfectly ready to admit that the strength so rapidly from both sides
officers of the United States Steel Cor- that lie is certain of election by an
poration think that is the best thing overwhelming vote."
for the United States.
When Mr. Bryan's attention
My point is
was
that these gentlemen have grown up called to the fact that some newspain the atmosphere of things that they pers were speculating as to what cabthemselves havs created and which inet position he might occupy if Govthe law of the United States has so ernor Wilson were elected, he said.
far attempted to destroy. And the
"The newspapers have not as much
government which will perpetuate reason to discuss them, as I have. Of
these things they have created."
course we have not talked about anyGovernor Wilson" reached Pueblo at thing like that."
Govwas
!i:30 o'clock and
received by
"There is now beginning to dawn

Washington, D. C, Oct. 7. Six
witnesses were ready to testify when
the Clapp committee investigating
campaign funds resumed work today.
They were Louis N. Hammerling, Oft
den Mills and Charles Edward Rus
sell, of New York; Charles R. Crane
of Chicago; Matthew Hale, Hot ton
and former Senator Nathan B. Scott
of West Virginia.
An account of the receipts and expenses of Senator LaFollette's campaign for the republican presidential
nomination was filed with the committee today, showing tve bemuor
collected $63,969.56 and spent

j

n

Mr. MacVeagh.

Wolliver, working at the reporter's
Charles R. Crane, as the largest
contributor, is credited with $23,000, table, was called to the stand and said
given in several installments extend- Mr. MacVeagh had told him of being
ing over the period from December in Mr. Morgan's private office in OcGifford tober, 1904, that Mr. Morgan had been
24, 1911, to January 7, 1912.
Pinchot, Amos Pinchot and Represen- called to the telephone and was intative William Kent, of California, formed E. H. Harriman wished to
each contributed $10,000; Alfred S. speak to him. Wolliver testified Mr.
Baker gave $2,000; Rudolph Spreck-le- s MacVeagh told him that when Mr.
$3,000; William Flinn of Penn- Morgan returned from the telephone
he said:
sylvania $1,000 and Senator LaFol-lett"What do you suppose that man in
himself $1,500.
ernor Chafroth and candidates of the all over the United
The account contains entries of the White House wants? It seems that
States," said the
two loans, one of $1,000 by Medill Harriman has gone off down there to
democratic Btate ticket. Before his governor in Mr.
presence,
Bryan's
dined
him
with
and
and
Washington
on
out
labor
Senaof
one
McCormick and
$500 by
speech
questions he gave
"the confident expectation of victory
now he comes back and says that the YOUNG MAN (S
BECKER TRIAL
for publication the following letter for the
tor Gronna of North Dakota. Both
people. I don't know what Mr.
president wants him to raise' more
which he said had been forwarded to
were marked "Repaid."
ARRESTED
FOR
WILL
observations have been, but
PROCEED
Bryan's
has
funds.
He
$50,000
given
campaign
him from democratic national headThe accounts show $10,817.03 was and
have Keen that change within the
now he wants me to give $50,000.''
MURDER
SISTER
LAWYER
SAYS
quarters as having been circulated by last ten
paid for the Washington headquarters
At any rate there has
Mr. MacVeagh, according to the witCharles D. Hilles, republican national been a days.
and the hicago headquarters spent ness, told
him that Mr. Morgan wrote
very profound and, to me, an
of
labor
among
7.
employers
111.,
Oct.
New York, N. Y., Oct. 7. The death chairman,
$10,450. LaFollette's expenses at the a check for $50,000 which he sent to
Quincy,
Ray
unusual change, if I may be personal,
republican national convention were Mr. Harriman's office.
was arrested today for
of "Big Jack" 'Selig, although a severe throughout the country:
with regard to myself.
"If the November election results
:
'A
$1,558.13 and the progressive confer-.euft....t
- nr.,.n1n
blow to the prosecution, caused no in the choice of a
in connection with the
QgdeiiL. Mills,, treasurer of the Taft
" "J"""
"i democrat' wngresai
last October organisation in New fork state, Tri a
JieJld.jB,.hicaBo
aa d.
nave
me
ciwLfH
in the plans for the opening and democratic president, new tariff uiuitru
case.
change
murder
quadruple
cost the LaFollette managers $638.75.
remote
and
academic
very
campaign this year,
of
possibility,
trial
the
of
Police
Lieutenant
today
bills
once.
will
In
be
enacted at
other
The formal charge is. that of the
Charles H. Crane of Chicago, told produced an accounting of money
Charles Becker, charged with the mur words, destructive democratic tarilf They don't know how much human
the committee today that he gave paid to him by the National Taft murder of Blanche Pfanschmidt, sis-nature there has been in me to give
der of the gambler. Herman Rosen- - measures, such as President
latt trouble
nearly $27,000 to Senator LaFollette's league for the New York primaries. ter of the accused young man. Young EUROPEAN NATIONS HAVE DECIDED tlial. Two hundred and fifty talesmen vetoed at the last session will become
all my life. I have been percampaign and $10,000 to Gov. Wil- He said the largest expenditure was Pfanschmidt is 23 years old
i eponea
eany ai me criminal courts laws. Only one thing can prevent this fectly aware that at first the crowds
THAT INTERVENTION
son's. Treasurer Hooker of the pro- for detectives to prevent fraudulent
IS NECES building and curious crowds swarmed
The arrest of young Pfanschmidt
and that is a protest vote on the part that gathered to hear me, gathered in
the corridors, waiting to see of the American
gressive party, testified last week voting. He said the eastern branch of was the direct result of the finding
a critical temper to see this novel
through
COM-WILL
SARY
INFORM
AND
SO
workingmen.
! Becker
that Crane gave $70,000 to Wilson the National Taft league organized by today of a
brought across the Bridge of
Khaki suit
a
must
choose
between
high specimen, to see what this newcomer
"They
and LaFollette at the same time.
BATANTS
Sighs from the Toombs.
Timothy L. Woodruff, raised about near a railroad construction camp
un- in national politics looked like, what
of
of
the
standard
and
that
living
Selection of a grand jury to invesLouis N. Hammerling, president of $24,000 spent in the primary fight. Mr. where he was employed. The suit
Do his paces were and what his tones of
workingmen.
derpaid
European
the association of foreign newspa- Mills raised $7205.
tigate all the phases of the Rosenthal
voice and attitudes of mind were.
found under an outbuilding was simthis
understand
that
Mr. Mills denied a statement cred- ilar to one
Paris, Oct. 7. The European powers case promised to occupy Justice Goff your employes
pers, testified concerning an advertis"I am glad now to see the attitude
worn by the
defines the exact difference between
generally
to
of
the
the Becker
to Intervene at the Bal- prior
beginning
ing contract of $5,500 by the Roose- ited to E. H. Hooker, progressive young man. Last Monday,
blood- have decided
changing.
democratic
They have
apparently
the
and
the
republican
velt managers, covering advertising treasurer at New York, that 30,000 hounds followed Pfanschmldt's buggy kans and Constantinople as soon as trial and indications were that the ex- party, not only as your
is con- adopted me into the human family.
produce
amination
would
of
not
talesmen
be
dele
votes
were
Roosevelt
cast
for
to
in thirty' foreign newspapers for
I like to see the enthusiasm of the
from the scene of the murder to the It is possible to make arrangement
gin until after 11 o'clock. The most cerned but as pertaining to all other
that effect.
"Roosevelt delegates" in the New gates in the March priniaries and construction camp.
of
If
labor.
plainest of men as they approach me
American
you
products
on
of
the
the
part
were not counted.
police
Premier Poincare Immediately com- rigid inquiry
York primary fight.
for I consider that the deepest com'
On the morning of Sunday, Septemof
us
a
list
send
your
employes
kindly
and
the
office
district attorney's
has
"The polls were fully manned by ber
municated Great Britain's acceptance
John J. Hannan, secretary of Senawho are voters with postoffice ad-- pliment that I can be paid, and when
29, the bodies of Charles A. Pfanto
to
indicate
brought
light
nothing
Mr.
forto
"and
said
Roosevelt
he
Russian
watchers,"
Sergius Saronoff, the
tor LaFollette, referring to E. H.
schmidt, Mrs. Mathilda Pfanschmidt,
that Selig was killed to defeat the dresses, each one will be asked per- they call be 'Kid and 'Woody' and
Hooker's statement that Mr. Crane Roosevelt got as many as 16,000 their daughter Blanche and Emma eign minister, who then telegraphed th ends of
sonally to vote for Taft and Sherman all the rest, I know that I am all
justice.
accredited to
the Russian
had given $70,000 to the LaFollette votes."
found to the ruins of Balkan statesdiplomats them to
his slayer, appears to and the republican candidate for con- right."
Davidson,
he!aemPen
Two
the
before
weeks
join
telling
primary,
fund, said the only amount he knew
The conversation turned to the
and told the reason why. I trust
nit? uurueu jiaiiBi:iimiui uuuie, souta their Austrian
colleagues in a mutual have been actuated solely by a desire gresswill favor me with
of Mr. Crane's giving above that en- said, reports were made to him of east of Quincy.
at
list
the
of which issues people seemfor
the
on
man
you
the
he
The
question
conditions
of
revenge
personal
to
the Balkan government
presentation
tered into the account presented was attempts to bribe Tttft precinct cap- the bodies proved conclusively that of
ed to be most interested in. Mr. BryThis is to fays robbed him. However, it was a earliest possible date.
note
the
agreed
to
upon.
votes
to
deliver
tains
Roosevelt,
an said he found tne people of the
$3,184.40 included in tne statement of
coincidence, for through
(Signed) "CHARLES D. HILLES,
he did not verify any of these. the four persons had been murdered. be done at the earliest possible mo remarkable
the state hoped to show that his
the Chicago bureau and given to but
"Chairman."
Selig
was
surcountry most desirous to hear about
Pfanschmidt
the'
ment.
Ray
only
make up a deficit. There were funds Mr. Mills gave the committee figures viving member of the family. The
Governor Wilson said that beyond tariff and the trusts. He said he
As to the steps taken in Constanti- gangmen, retained by "Jack" Rose,
in
the
books
from
and
precincts
poll
shot Rosenthal at Becker's bidding.
he said, in states with which he had
desiring to make the letter public, he thought the investigation of cameighth assembly district and said in- Pfanschmidts were well insured and nople the ambassadors of France,
Charles Becker, formerly in com wished to make no comment on it.
and
nothing to do.
Great
Russia,
is
estate
paign funds was fully informing the
the
estimated
at
Britain,
Germany
$50,000.
vote
in
of the Roosevelt
"It speaks for itself," he said.
Austria-HungarHe mentioned H. E. .Tucker, of vestigation
will there present to mand of a "strong arm squad" of the
people of the methods employed by
much
of
districts
had
shown
it
many
New
York
was
"The humanitarian part of the third political organizations and of the spepolice department,
the Ottman government an identical
Courtney, North Dakota, Alfred L. to have been fraudulent. In one dis- DEAD MAN IS
on trial for his life
today, party's program," said the governor cial groups of individuals they have to
Baker, Huron, South Dakota, and trict, he said, a man who had his leg
BROUGHT TO LIFE. verbal communication, the terms of placed
the murder of the later, "is a sort of chorus which Mr. fight.
w hich have been agreed upon but have charged with
Thomas McCuister, Portland, Oreamputated on election day was reHerman Rosenthal.
The Roosevelt is trying to teach the trusts
gambler,
announced.
not
been
officially
Cal
gon, as being among those who could corded as
7.
The governor started at 3:15
San
An
Oct.
Francisco,
having voted.
first talesman examined, Philip Herr-lich- , to
7.
situaThe
Balkan
Oct.
account for expeditures not reported
London,
heroic
sing; because the fundamental part o'clock toward
treatment brought back
Colorado
Pueblo,
In the fourth election district, he hour's
was
challenged peremptorily by of the program is that the trusts shall
of life here today Into the body tion today is considered in all quarto the national headquarters.
Springs and Denver, where he speaks
the
said, the record showed that the
formhe
because
had
prosecution,
be recognized as a permanent part of tomorrow. Mr.
The taking
"The expenses of the California usual 106 votes cast were cast in of Bert Edgar, an electrician, after ters as more hopeful.
Bryan left later in the
been a policeman.
our economic order and that the gov- afternoon for a tour of North and
he had been pronounced dead from joint action to put an end to the crisis erly
campaign," said the witness, "were perfect alphabetical order.
Much of the session had been taken
ernment shall try to make those trusts South Dakota, Minnesota and Iowa.
is greeted with satisfaction.
They
borne largely by Rudolph Spreckles,
Mr. Mills was excused and the com- a shock of 2200 volts of electricity.
with the selection of the extraordi
the ministers, the instruments through
was suffer will proceed today or at the latest up
Besides
the
shock,
who made no accounting to me."
Edgar
tomorrow.
mittee adjourned until
will hear all
life of this country shall be
a fractured skull, received tomorrow to express their views both nary grand jury which
from
ing
to
Mr. Pomerene called attention
tne pnases or the Rosenthal case. which the
Just before adjournment Senator
2APATI"TAS BEATEN.
the statement by Hooker that Mr. Pcmeren asked Mr. Mills if charges when the electricity threw him from upon Turkey and the Balkan states. Becker and the six men indicted with developed on its industrial side."
7.
a
occ.
fifteen
feet
sethe
above
Governor
floor
Neb.,
Lincoln,
platform
Austria and Russia have been
cVane "up to a certain date, had of corruption had been presented to
him were brought into court. District
Mexico City, Mex., Oct. 7. Cholula
of the basement of a down-tow- n
office lected to act on behalf of the other
Whitman moved that the Woodrow Wilson and William J. Bry- - was
given $70,000 of the LaFollette cam- the district attorney.
Attorney
.
I1
U
t ll
'1 U O Tl
cleared of the Zapatista looter?
Suna
an
had
here
building.
talk
(twnnt
rtniirA...
f
of
trial
Becker
"I believe they have been submittpaign."
He
it was said today while all the ambassadors are to take Kis motion was proceed separately. day on the poltical situation through-- by the federal troops early today. The
"There was no such amount con- ed," he said, "but it is difficult to at the may get well,
granted.
emergency hospital.
Mrs. Becker was in court when the out the country. Both unhesitating-- reinforcements from Publa, a short
in representations to be made to
tributed," sail Mr. Hannan. He bring them home to anyone, or to esThe accident happened yesterday, part
one.
distance away, succeeded in driving
of
tablish
the
the Ottoman government.
proceedings opened. The room and Iy predicted a democratic victory.
any
mentioned "personal contributions"
guilt
In
a
and
the
building pro
In the radiant sun parlor of Fair-- j them out after an engagement in
ses- corridors were crowded.
a
held
"The district attorney, Mr. Parsons nouncedphslcian dead. Herman
cabinet
The
British
long
made to Senator LaFollette, one of
KrecsEdgar
view, Mr. Bryan's home, the veteran which the casualties probably
and others have written repeatedly to
which iSir- Edward Grey
$2,500 by Mr. Spreckles.
mayer and Adam Baker, ambulance sion today, at
to
ANOTHER NATURE FAKE.
them
and the newcomer in na- - ed less than fifty in all. The rebels
the
Roosevelt
of the powers.
asking
people
testified
H.
he gave
Charles
Qrane
a l l i i c explained the policy
1
aiiEiiuniiio.
but
of
sustained
tional
their
fraud,
he'art
charges
A "''dispatch from Constantinople
politics, sat for a few hours, be- - who are estimated to have numbered
action' wa, due
LaFollette's
tne
$26,684.40 to Senator
tion
B. C., Oct. 7. A big fore the governor's train left, discuss-have not done so.'
Vancouver,
not more than 200 carried away a
action
they
to
that
the
proposed
and
Governor
joint
says
$10,000
to
the
terrific
shock
and
re
be
campaign
might
John stored.
the powers, taken in conjunction buck deer startled 5000 persons home- Ing the progress of the campaign but quantity of loot. Dynamite bombs
Woodrow Wilson's fund before the D. Senator Clapp announced that stand
by
Archbold would resume the
Baker and a patrolman ran Edgar's with the decision of Turkey to intro- ward bound from church here last with particular reference to the were used in the fighting.
Baltimore convention. .
on Thursday for further examination
a man and a horse and
states where Mr. Monterey, Mex., Oct. 7. Three hun"Are these all the contributions
apparently lifeiess boay up and down duce reforms iu her European prov- night, upset
after
handcuffed.
The
had
escaped
a six weeks' dred rebels, commanded by Marcello
the
being
as
a
feet
street
Bryan
with
completed
the
the
the
inces
is
to
just
Senator
LaFol
sign
that,
touching
regarded
you made, either
Caravo, were completely defeated Satpavement, while Krecsmayer struck influence of the powers has been suc- deer was first seen standing in a va- tour.
lette or Gov. Wilson?" asked Senato; TWO HUNDRED
cant lot. Boyd Lauder, a sixteen year
did not have time to go into urday by the federals, under General
"We
him
chest
the
now
about
and
shoulders
war
is
cessful
improband
that
Clapp.
old boy, went to look at it, and was the matter
THOUSAND DOLLARS and all three shouting continuously able.
said Aurelio Blanquet at Alto Las Peran-zavery thoroughly,"
"Yes, sir, all."
to
thrown
The
buck
the
then
an
of
After
ears.
hour
his
into
acground.
to
the
7.
according to the official report
the
governor
nearly
correspondents.
today
"He said he gave the $10,000 for
MISSING ON SHIP continuous treatment of this sort. In Berlin, Oct.amendedGermany
declares
his
General Blanquet
draft of the ran and overthrew a horse tied In the "We sat up last night and agreed upGovernor Wilson to William F. Mc- cepted the
caused by well declaration of the powers to Turkey let and returned to trample the Laud- on a method of handling the moun- troops killed forty rebels and capturbeing
terruptions
installtwo
In
his
manager.
Combs,
New York, Oct. 7. Postoffice
who thought Ed
Policeman Camuel Grady tain states. This is as far as we got." ed eight men and 70 horses. Only
passers-b- y
and the Balkan states. It now em- er boy when
ments, March 28 and April 30, 1912." thorities of the United States and meaning
it
was
the
beaten
show
Edgar1
antlers and threw it,
up,
caught
by
being
jgar
The governor did not think it three federals were killed, though
bodies the Austrian's proposal for a
He denied having told Hooker be Cuba
today are hunting for a regis- ed signs of life and was rushed to the clearer definition of the intention of after twenty minutes struggle, by would be possible to go to the Pa- many were wounded. The general recontributed $70,000 to each.
Its neck. From force of habit, cific coast.
tered mail package containing $200,-00- 0 hospital. He was found to have a
ports that Caravo and his men have
"I just wanted to have one progresthe powers which ask for a larger twisting
he snapped the handcuffs about its
chance to recover.
to
said
have
good
disappeared
mysteri;
"I
"We are keeping open the last two retreated into Chihuahua.
Mr.
EuroCrane.
measure of home rule for the
sive succeed," said
legs. The deer sprang to its feet and and a half weeks of the
ously between Havanna and New
didn't care which one It was."
campaign
pean provinces of Turkey.
MAN GIVES SELF
the handcuffs slipped to the ground.
exoffice
Mr. Crane said he had been at- York, last week. The money was
has
however," he said, "and I do not ARIZONA JOURNAL
German
The
foreign
UP
FOR
ROBBERY.
The
down-tow"prisoner" escaped by swimming know what use the
bank
tacked "throughout the west" during consigned to a big
BECOMES BULL MOOSE.
campaign commitpressed its agreement with the view a creek.
tee
will
formake
of
them."
the campaign "as head of the Bath here by a correspondent In Havana.
Sazonoff
Russian
the
of
7
Oct.
Sergius
San
Cal.,
Francisco,
Nothing
The
loss
was
Thursdiscovered
last
Governor Wilson and Mr. Bryan! Phoenix, Ariz., Oct. 7. The Ari
Tub Trust" He declared h4 had no
was known at the British consulate eign minister, as to the inacceptibili- TRAINMEN KILLED.
day. No statement has been made this
went together to the Westminster zona Republican published in this
- of the
connection with the organization.
demand for for
Robert
about
alias
Holt,
Bulgarian
ty
7.
morning
Oct.
Three
Hagerstown, Md.,
"I could very well support both by the postoffice inspectors,
city for twenty-twyears, a staunch
Claxton, who gave himself up to the eign governors for Macedonia under trainmen were killed, another was Pisbyterian church.
Wilson and La Follette as both men
After the services an informal re- republican morning daily, passed yesOakland police yesterday, stating that control of the Balkan states.
four
and
probably
fatally
Injured
GENERAL SMITH DEAD.
are progressive," said Mr. Crane.
When the newspa- terday into the ownership of Dwlght
he had stolen $75,000 from the AusLondon, Oct. 7. The announcement trainmen were hurt in a head-ocol- ception followed.
, B. Heard and
"That I was contributing to both
tralian government. The Oakland po- that the Pope is prepared to proffer lision at Shippensburg today.
per correspondents called at
associates, and will
7.
D.
Oct.
of
Washington,
C,
Brigadier lice had no circulars asking for Holt, mediation in the Balkans was made
Mr. Bryan and the nominee hereafter be devoted to the advocacy
fundswas known to the managers
and no means of confirming his story, by the Vatican after a hurried meeting cording to a news agency despatch were being photographed together.
the two campaigns. I made no secret General Frank G. Smith, TJ. S.
of the principles of the progressive
died today aged 71.
to which he still adhered today.
xf the sacred congregation today, ac- - f;cm Rome.
ef the v-fact." ,
"These men," said the governor,
e

POWERS WILL
STOP WAR IN
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

PAGE TWO

The Little Store

GEAI1LY

ENDS

STOMACH

MONDAY, OCTOBER

JAFFA MEETING HERE
WAS MORE LIKE FdOST "YOU CAfJ'T BEAT THE COLES"

MISERY

Was the "frost" handed out to the you in good faith not only you but
standpat republican organization Sat- the progressives and the democrats
night at the opening of the Na- (more applause) of New Mexico."
'Tape's Diapepsi n" Reeves urday
than
campaign due .Closing his talk Mr. Jaffa said that
Your Indigestion Id
to the girdle of snow which swept this was bis first effort but that when
around Santa Fe the night before? he leaves Santa Fe he is going from
Five Minutes.
Or was It because the intelligent vot- town to town to speak and added:
er
dislikes to have his political medi- "When i return I am going to make a
Sour, gassy, upset stomach, indibes-tion- , cine administered to him in a moving speech here which will last an hour."
heartburn, dyspepsia; when the
(Applause.)
food you eat ferments into gases and picture capsule?
Then the band struck up a lively
Whatever the reason, the attendstubborn lumps; your head aches and ance at
tune
following which the cloak of
the
Elks'
theater Saturday
you feel sick and miserable, that's
darkness charitably hid the vacant
was
"capacity-house- "
not
hat
of
night
when you realize the magic In Pape's
seats and a
a mining
variety which thrills rows of scene was moving picture
Diapepsin. It makes such misery
all
of
the
eyes.
cynosure
seats
were
and empty boxes
empty
vanish in five minutes.
(Following the "movie" Hon. H. M.
If your stomach is in a continuous conspicuous and a sprinkling of tenRead, lawyer and historian, was Inevolt if you can't get it regulated, der youths, aged 6 to 14 who acted at troduced.
A.r. Read spoke in Spanish
please, for your own sake, try Diapep- times rather impatiently, yearning and the lovers of the Castilian lan$outhern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
sin. It's so needless to have a bad for some more "movies" must have
guage had a treat. The speaker lost
ALL CASH
WITH
PURCHA8E8. WE GIVE REGISTER TICKET8 stomach make your next meal a annoyed the orators not a little.
the demolitOne
orator scheduled to harrangue no time ii. pummelling
favorite food meal, then take a
n the tariff question and
cratic
party
tle Diapepsin. There will not be any the moving picture enthusiasts is said
will be
distress eat without fear. It"s be- to have sidestepped the Job declaring told how tin, woolen industry
cause Pape's Diapepsin "really does" he was not going to talk to empty affected if ta.-e- oodrow Wilson is elected.
slowly and eloquently
d
stomachs benches after the last picture. The Mr. Read
regulate weak,
that gives it it's millions of sales an- opportunity for a first class G. O. P. and those w- -j understood Spanish
applauded him.
nually.
vaudeville
stunt between moving frequently
At the contusion of Mr. Read's adGet a large fifty-cen- t
case of Pape's pictures did not seem to
appeal to dress there v. -- a another movie and
It his sense of dignity.
Diapepsin from any drug store.
then people v.io remained saw the
U the quickest, surest stomach relief
In all fairness to Mr. Jaffa, howev- words "Good is.ht" on the screen and
and cure known. It acts almost like
it must be said that his friends, took the hint to leave, others had almagic it is a scientific, harmless and er,
STOCK FOOD.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL
those present" did their ready left.
"among
bepleasant preparation which truly
best to imitate the plaudits of a vast
ALFALFA SEED. AH kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages longs In every home.
throng and again and again tried to
whoop it up for him. His speech was ANOTHER LABOR
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
short and its brevity must have
LEADER TURNS
brought delight to the picture devoS i ATE EVIDENCE
tees. The address he delivered did
not
teem
with
nor
brilliant
metaphors
GRANT COUNTY.
Phone Black
Phone Black
bristle with epigrams. But it was
Indianapolis, Ind., Oct. 7. Herbert
of
Alvino,
Messrs.
Holt,
Oklahoma;
45
45
a straightforward effort S. Hockin, said by Ortie McManigal
of El Paso, and Ofllesby have purchas- apparently
to answer the question that has been to have been one of the organizers
ed the old Langston mine,- located
raised "Has Jaffa been run as a sacri- of the "dyiiamiting crew" has given
It.
near Plnos Altos, and will operate
fhe Langston was worked many years fice 'hit' and will he get cu first information against the other debase?"
fendants in the trial of the accused
ago, the ore carrying zinc, gold, silMr. Jaffa did not mince words on "dynamite plotters" according to a
Dawson Coal
ver and copper. It could not be
this subject for he declared that he statement by District Attorney Chas.
PORTLAND CEMENT Sawed Wood
treated successfully in that day.
(I ElToro
was nominated in Albuquerque in W. Miller, iade in court today.
in
H.
Utter
success
of
The
George
U
faith and that he would be electgood
kind
of
same
According to McManigal, Hockin
and
the
grade
treating
of
ore at his mine, not a great way from ed. (Cheers from the gallery gods.) who is acting secretary-treasure- r
fl
of
Association
Attorney A. B. Renehan presided tne International
the Lanston property, Is encouragat the meeting and introduced Mr. Bridge and Structural Iron Workers,
ing.
In the Shakespeare camp of the Jaffa as the first speaker. Mr. Jaffa was as bold as were the McNamara's
Lordsburg district several new ship wore a Prince Albert and looked im in causing explosions against employlabor and was an "iners of
pers have been added to the list since pressive.
Mr. Jaffa began by saying that if ventor" of the alarm clock scheme by
the beginning of the present year, and
All Kinds of Buildin? Materials.
more are soon to be added. The the voters elected him to go to con- which the Los Anegeles Times buildis rapidly forging to the front gress to make brilliant speeches and ing was blown up.
camp
White Cedar Fence
Screen Doors, Red
"Hockin has been double-crossinand attracting the attention of outside get his name frequently in the con
ford 3J3 liickox Street, Near Union Depot.
capital, particularly Canadian capital. gressional record they would be mak- everybody," said Mr. Miller. "He not
LUNA COUNTY.
ing a mistake. It is to be hoped that only double crossed McManigal but
Phone, Red 100
Phone, Red 100
Phone, Red 100
With the proposed opening of the Mr. Jaffa dM not intend to cast any he even double crossed the union.
smelter at Deming the prospects of an aspersions on Senator Thomas Ben- He has been double crossing the deincreased output from most of the ton Catron when he said that the op fendants.
mines in the neighborhood of Deming position press was saying against him
"I will not stop now to tell you just
are considered better than they have that he was not an
attorney, that he how he personally delivered evidence
been for several years. The Chance was not a good public sneaker and here at the federal building, this evimines, In the Victoria district, will therefore he was not an available man dence tending to incriminate
other
operate the smelter primarily for mill- for the position to which he aspired! defendants. I will tell you all about
PHONE 85 MAIN.
ing their own ores, but in addition to
Mr. Jaffa emphasized the point that it later."
their own output they will handle a he felt he was
All the 45 other defendants looked
among friends
considerable quantity of custom ores. in Santa Fe a talking
which was a sort toward Hockin, who sat in their
city
The owners of this group are plan of home town to
him for he had liv midst, his head buried in a newspa'
FACTORY WOOD
SWASTIKA LUMP
ning to work them on a larger scale ed here many years.
per.
than ever this fall.
SAWED WOOD
CERRILLOS LUMP
DENOUNCES DEMOCRATS.
to
Frank
Next
president of
Ryan,
Deming The smelter at this place
Discussing protection the speaker the Ironworkers union, Hockin had
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
U expected to be placed in operation
said: "And I wish to state right herei been considered the most prominent
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
early this fall.
tnat 1
About 300 tons of gold, silver and on the shall always be a standpatter of the defendants.
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
subject of protection for New
Long before the Los Angeles Times
is
ore
copper
being shipped monthly Mexico needs
protection."
from the Helen group in the Victoria
building was blown, Miller declare
Continuing he discussed the demo- a quarrel between McManigal, Hocdistrict. The ore nets $15 at the mine.
cratic platform of 1892 and said:
kin and James B. McNamara over the
drift.
It is being taken from a
"You remember that was the plat- fixed
F. H. Gordon has contracted to take
prices which was to be paid for
STAGE
WODDY
the total output of zinc ore from the form on which Cleveland was elect- dynamiting jobs, occurred and
OPEN DAY AND NIQHT
threatened to expose the
El Paso mine in Cook's peak district, ed. You will also remember, if you
lived
Prom
He
expects to ship seven cars a 1894 out in New Mexico, that in others. Mr. Miller narrates the alLa Salle Restaurant
and 1895 sheep could be bought leged quarrel as follows:
BARRANCA TO TAOS month at an average price of f 25 per out here
for $1 a head and cattle for
ton.
"McManigal said, '1 have a notion
CHAS. QANN, Prop.
Meet Both North
South The Bessemer Gold &
I warn you that if this to
Now
$7.
comquit this business and give it
Copper
Bound Trains.
Telephone 11.
pany has been formed for developing country goes democratic and Wilson's away.' "
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of the Ruebush and Tidmore claims in platform is adopted the same results
Tiro Doorg Below P. Andrews Store.
"Hockin had been keeping back
north bound train and arrives at the Floridas. The ores carry gold and will confront us."
25
the
cents.
of AlcManigal's money. They
Regular Meals
part
HIGH COST OF LIVING.
Taos at 7 p. m.
copper in paying quantities and also
Rooms for Bent 25c and 50c
up their difference just as
patched
Discussing the high cost of living
Ten miles shorter than any ether some silver.
McNamara went to California and did
Short Orders at All Haws.
a theme which naturally interests all
SOCORRO COUNTY.
way. Good eovereo Hacks and good
his destructive work there. But as
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
At the Ernestine Mining company who earn money Mr. Jaffa said: soon as the
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teama
government's investiga'
"The
democratic party charges us tion
(Trench Noodle Order 10c a dlaau
furnished commero'sl men to take In reconstruction work on the
Hockin
began to double
began
Mew Terk Caep Suey 50c- - the surrounding towns. Wire B'.nbude battery has been finished and the with being responsible for the high cross the union
by personally bringStation.
plant is now operating with 20 stamps. cost of living. I want to say right ing evidence directly to the federal
here
tuncost
that this high
has come on
The Precious Metals company's
building."
nel, now driven over 700 feet, is In gradually year by year and there are
Hockin formerly lived in Detroit,
reasons
to
so.
is
increase
this
is
ore
In
it
and
many
my
good
planned
why
was working on a build
McManigal
to
reason
the
is that
the force
three shifts per day.
opinion
principal
Good grade ore is still being taken year by year we have become more ing there in 1907, when, according to
was first Indicted
our
from the shaft of the Deep Down extravagant
requirements are his confession, he
mine. It is being treated at the So greater than in the past. Here is an by Hockin to go in the dynamiting
corro.
example. In years gone by when wa business.
Good bodies of ore running from $14 wished to get some groceries we
McManigal had worked in a stone
PDHIU QAMTA
PP ToBPao'B'sbee'DouK,assand
to $25 per ton are being taken from would hitch up a wagon or buggy and quarry and it was because or nis
llVUlTl JAM I A PC all points in New Mexico, Arithe Pacific, Johnson and Susie claims go to the store and haul them home. familiarity with explosives that HocNow we telephone for them and they kin sought him, he said.
zona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, vial NEW MEXICO
by the Oaks company.
The bin capacity at the Treasure are delivered wrapped up in silky paCENTRAL to Torrance thence.
Mining & Reduction company's prop- pers and placed in individual cartons.
"Down in Roswell over $500,000 is
erty is being enlarged.
The Precious Metals company's tun- invested in automobiles. Think of
nel is in good ore and it planned to In- sum taken out of the channels of comof all those
crease the force to three shifts per merce! And the
artp
machines is $100,000 a year more. I
day.
do not blame people having autos I
From 42 to 65 was the range In have one
myself (laughter) but I am
temperature yesterday with an aver- citing this as an instance of the cost
age humidity of 59 per cent. Snow of high living as well as the high cost
fell over the mountains
Saturday of living.
get new life and vigor by
night, probably an inch or two in
"In foreign countries, too, I hear
taking Scott's Emulsion
after every meal.
depth in certain places. Yesterday there is the same pace of extravawas a clear and pleasant day. Satur- gance and yet many of these countries
It revitalizes the watery (I
day the temperature ranged from 38 are free trade countries. My friends,
blood and furnishes Nature
to 58 with a relative humidity of 74 the tariff has nothing to do with this
For Rates and Full Information Address
with new nourishment to make
per cent.
high cost of living, nor has the rertd, actio, healthy blood and feeds
G F & P. AGENT,
publican party anything to do with it."
the nerve centeri.
$100.
REWARD,
$100
EL PASO, TEXAS.
Replying to his opponent on the
Emulsion
strengthens the
will
this
be
of
readers
The
paper
democratic ticket, Harvey B. Fergus-son- ,
bones and clothes them with
pleased to learn that there is at least
Mr. Jaffa said: "I understand
one dreaded disease that science has that Mr.
healthy flesh.
Fergusson states in his adbeen able to cure in all its stages, and dress here at least according to the
Scott's Emulsion assimithat is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure reports published in the papers and
lates so quickly it conserves
is the only positive cure now known if these
reports were incorrect of
energy and compels health.
FOR RHODES
at The Novelty Shop, tc the medical fraternity. Catarrh course
I withdraw these remarks
Scott & Bowtie, Bloomfield, N.J.
disease, re- that I was tied to a gang of New Mexbeing a constitutional
For Fruit Ladders, Step Lad- -,
constitutional
a
treatment
quires
ico politicians; that I would be for
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally
ders. Common Ladders, Ironand other interests. I
Guggenheim
acting directly on the blood and mu- want to
say tonight I'm tied to no
ing Tables, Upholstering,
cous surfaces of the system, thereby
man; that I'm bound to no gang and
S. G. BUFF ORPINGTOUS
Repairing and all
destroying the foundation of the dis that
"All Goidsat Right Prices" Furniture
I stand before you as a free
the
and
ease,
giving
patient strength American
Kinds of Repair Work. .'. .'.
citizen ready to serve you
A Number of
by building up the constitution and
IS THE MOTTO OF
104 Galisteo
Cockerels
assisting nature in doing its work. and the people. (Applause.)
Thoroughbred
A SACRIFICIAL
OFFERING.
Telephone 157 W. :: SANTA FE, N. M The proprietors have so much faith NOT
For sale at
I
was
nomi"Also it is charged that
in Us curative powers that they offer
All work guaranteed first class.
$1.50 to $3.00
One Hundred Dollars for any case that nated in Albuquerque to be a sacrifice,
ROOSTERS ONE YEAR OLD
it falls to cure. Send for list of tes- that no republican could be elected.
This is false. I had a good many
timonials.
$3.00
$5.00
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., To- friends in that Albuquerque convention and I was nominated In good
ledo, Ohio.
SniURFRFII
A. Wheelon
W IllsHI
Work for the New Mexican. It Is
VWIIHIS sV
Sold by all druggists, 75c,
faith and I'm going to be elected, (apPHONE M i
working for you, for Santa Fe and
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti plause and cheer) and when I stand
Francisco
309
the new state.
,
pation. .
j In congress I am going to represent
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THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH-
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Electricity plays a most impo-

rtant part.
be amazed

The

grandfather would
at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very m iich to be

desired.
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the button and
stove
is
your
ready to cook your
to
iron ready
use, your toasted
hurried
for
the
breakfast,
your vacuready
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day aad n'ght' Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.
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THE ALBANY HOTEL
This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath,.
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FOR SOFT COAL
Coles original down draft. This is the
stove for the home, the office and all
public places. It requires little or no
attention and is known to be the most
serviceable and economical of all stoves.
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be, too, if you do as we say. Those
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cessed grooves, perfect fit.
For those who enjoy the Glowing buy
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Special Suits that we are offering
for TEN DAYS MORE are real in
vestments that will pay you more than 50.
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you can get for

that when

$25 what ordinarily costs
$40,'that on the face of it it
must be an investment that
would appeal to you.
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YOU

ARE
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Collier, the man who put San Diego
far as there are returns from this poll, on the map. Collier is going to spend
(By Gilson Gardner.)
Washington, D. C, Oct. 5. That it ought to give a fair indication of half of his time in or near this city,
Roosevelt is at present leading both public sentiment iu ihe communities it is said.
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QETTINO CLOTHES

the other candidates in Indiana and reached.
It is significant that in both Indiana ANOTHER FINE
Pennsylvania and that he is running
behind both Wilson and Taft hi New and Pennsylvania Taft is running a
CLUB HOUSE TO
York state, Is the showing of a postal poor third. This hears out other
card straw vote made by your corre- polls and corroborates the statements
BE ERECTED
made by Hiram Johnson and Senator
spondent.
west
Dixon
at
that throughout the
The figures are:
Will the Santa Ke club build a magIndiana Roosevelt, 106; Wilson, least Taft is a negligible quantity, and
suitable home? That is the
nificently
that
of
indicate
in
the
would
it
4;
parts
25;
Debs,
Chatln,
74; Taft, 35;
east he is equally negligible, though in question which is being discussed to1.
Reiner (socialist-labor)- ,
Pennsylvania Rocsevelt, 72; Wil New York he still has some strength. day by the members of that well
son, 54; Taft, 51; Debs, 21; Reiner, 1. He is second man there, and Roose- known organization whose members
look out of their leased homo at the
New York Wilson, 91; Taft, 64; velt third.
It is equally significant that Wilson fine new building the Elks have just
Roosevelt, 48; Debs, 12; Chatln, 8;
has a long lead on Taft in New York dedicated on the other side of the
Undecided, 2.
It is not claimed that this poll is state. It should be remembered, how- street. It is pointed out by some of
conclusive nor that it is at all com- ever, that no campaign has as yet the older members of the Santa Fe
plete as to the states. It is simply a been made in New York state. The club that the rent on their building
straw in the wind, accurate so far as state tickets have only just been nom is $900; that this sum might as well
it affects the localities where the poll inated, and all the conditions of the be paid out on a bonded indebtedwas taken.
poll were as unfavorable as possible ness for a $15,(i00 structure and tha.;
These three states were chosen be- for Roosevelt. After he has cam- the members proud of their title or'
cause they are regarded as pivotal. paigned the east, and particularly in "club men" should erect a commoin every
Whatever happens in the other parts New York, and after the democratic dious building,
nominations have been looked over way with plenty of land sufficient lor
of the country, the history-makinvote will be that cast in these three by the voters and ihe latter have had tennis courts and other amusements
states. The total votes in the electoral a chance to take stock, the results It is pointed out that the time to
college amount to 5;1. The number may be very much changed. This make this move Is NOW whst: lui.d
necessary to elect is 2CG. Of this, the poll also leaves out of account Great- can be purchased reasonably.
three states of New York, Pennsylva- er New York, which always is a large
Said one of the Santa Fe club met.
factor in national elections, but gen- this morning: "As Santa Feans we
nia and Indiana, cast 9S.
sideof the democratic are
It looks now as if Roosevelt would erally on the
proud of what the Elks have
have a "solid west," to match Wood-ro- candidate.
done but our club will by no tnoiuu
Unless Roosevelt can break the solid cease Its activities because the. Ellin
Wilson's "solid south," and that
the battle will turn on what happens south, it is necessary for him to carry have erected such a fine bom.?. We
in the states of the middle west and New York in order to have enough see more
clearly than ever the n otto,
the east. These are sample states in votes to win. Kven should he carry 'go thou and do likewise.' "
the
with
and
Indiana,
these sections.
Pennsylvania
An effort has been made to secure other states of Bimilar political comhe lose New York, he
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
city and rural or small town settle- plexion, should
ment in each state. For example, the would lack the voles necessary to win.
PALACE.
therefore.
Pennsylvania poll was made half in Probably as never before, state on
R. Schaumacker, St. Louis.
is the pivotal
York
New
in
Lancaster.
half
and
Philadelphia
M. Bordwell, Denver.
In Indiana, half the cards were sent which this election turns.
T. J. Sawyer, Buckman.
Another interesting feature of this
to inuianapous voters ana imii lj vul- H. 1a Stitzer, Albuquerque.
ers in Richmond. For New York state, poll is the strong showing of Debs, the
Don E. Cameron, Albuquerque.
Trov and Elmira were chosen. The socialist candidate. In Indiana, Debs
A. V. Green, St. Louis.
names chosen were taken at random polls 25 to Taft's 35. In PennsylvaBert M. Casley, Denver.
from the city directories, taking the nia, he has 21 to Taft's 51 ; and in New T.
E. Britt, Deliver.
48.
This
Roosevelt's
to
12
Ave
or
two
York,
top name on each page (or
Mrs. Willis Shipman, Fort Washthat the sopages as the case might be) in each would seem to indicate
will not be materially af- ington.
directory, according to the size of the cialist vote
Florence E. Stone, Albuquerque.
town. By this method the right pro- fected by Roosevelt's candidacy, but
Dr.
and Mrs. W. A. Palmer, Castle
will
his
draw
Roosevelt
strength
is
that
voters
of
portion of all classes
reached and there is no chance for from the two old parties iu the main. Roads, Colo.
F. J. Brewer, Minneapolis.
Considering the country as a whole
prejudice by selection of certain per1b
G. Mc.Mahon, Chicago.
R.
it
information
what
with
of
meagre
the
names
The
sons to be polled.
J. W. Reeve, Chicago.
candidates on the return postal cards now possible to gather, and bearing in
R. Mullin, El Paso.
were arranged in the order in which mind that election day is still five
E. S. O'Brien, Merced, Colo.
race
the
off
that
evident
it
is
weeks
Taft's
with
were
nominated,
they
E.
one
between
P. Clapper, Waynoka, Okla.
close
a
to
be
is
likely
name leading. The persons polled
L. F. Lancaster, 'Cherokee, Okla.
were asked to send in the returns Roosevelt and Wilson, with the latter
Samuel Rapp, Trinidad.
without signing their names so that favored by predictions based on regM. A. Ortiz, City.
form."
So
secret.
ular
be
"political
the vote might
entirely
George V. Prichard, City.
S. B. Davis, Jr., Las Vegas.
R. E. Twitchell, Las Vegas.
DcHYS
John H. Riley, Colorado Springs.
Dr. Douglas, New York,
Secundino Romero, Albuquerque.
A, A. Sedillo, Albuquerque.
exwas
session of the hence. By consent the time
J. C. Morden, Gibson.
The twenty-eightR. V. Davis, Gallup.
New Mexico English Mission and the tended and a discussion followed. On
vote on the
P. J. Dugan, Gallup.
Spanish Mission conference convened motion of Dr. Bright a
av Raton, N. M., October the 2d. This report of the committee was deferred
John J. Phillips, Gallup.
13 the fifth time that the "Gate City" until the next business session of the
Charles Springer, Cimarron.
Charles E. Ross, Denver.
has entertained the mission since it mission.
was organized.
At 2 p. m. the Spanish Mission was
A reception was given in the church called to order and the report of the
MONTEZUMA.
on Tuesday evening in honor of the committee on consolidation was made.
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Arnold, Miss E.
When the vote was taken the report Arnold, Miss A. Arnold, all of New
visiting ministers.
At 8:30 Wednesday morning Bishop was adopted.
V'ork City.
Francis J. McConnell called the conof the Woman's
John Garchnight, Crown Point, N.
The
anniversary
ference to order. After a hymn was Home Missionary society was held in M.
suthe
sung, the bishop, assisted by
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Mooney, South
the First M. E. church at 3 p. m.
perintendents, administed the sacra8 o'clock the Rev. H. F. Murry, Omaha.
At
ment of the Lord's supper.
A. Singer, Albuquerque.
o" Grand
Colo., was introThe former secretary, C. A. Ander- duced andJunction,
Max Klein, Denver.
conference
the
addressed
called
he
and
son, was called forward
V. H. Brook, Buckman.
soof
the
in
interest
the
Temperatce
the roll of the mission. Two have
C. W. Futz, Willard.
I
ciety.
died this year.
David C. Collier, San Diego.
secBishop McConnell has a large map
C. A. Anderson was
George D. Easton, San Diego,
the
M.
Mexico
before
New
J.
of
him, during
retary, this being the third time.
C.
A. Richardson, San Diego.
Shimer was elected assistant secre- business sessions, which he consults
Harry Oatman, Santa Fe.
touch
into
thus
getting
frequently,
tary.
G. H. Van Stone, Estancia.
The usual business was taken up with that part of the country which
Charles R. Williams, Denver.
is being considered.
and disposed of.
H. S. Davis, Denver.
J. M. SHIMER.
The character of Dr. S. Alonzo
George N. Jewett, Eskrldge, Kas.
was passed
Bright, superintendent,
C. H. Bales, Los Angeles.
and he gave his report.
L. Rivera, Espanola.
MODEL OF OLD
The names of the effective pastors
'
:
Paul Doran, City.
were
AT
characters
Their
PALACE
called.
were
Clovis.
Dr.
Von
Aimer,
passed and they reported their work.
THE FAIR J. A. Pollard, Bartlesville, Okla.
A general discussion of the needs of
R. A. Douglas, M. D., Cottonville,
the field followed.
Okla.
,
to
the
one
MisAlbuquerque
going
Any
The first session of the English
A. Paul Siegle, Nara Visa.
the
will
see
week
that
this
spirit
sion closed at a quarter of twelve to fair
C. Asco, Nara Visa.
Santa Fe is alive. This
of
meet at 9 a. ni. Thursday morning.
Oscar N. McCallister, Mt. Vernon,
exan
down
sent
has
and
county
city
the
The first conference session of
Ind.
Grlswold
Morley,
hibit
with
Sylvanus
Edward F. Allen, Mt. Vernon, Ind.
Spanish Mission convened at 2 p. m. the brilliant Harvard 'prof in charge
in the Spanish M. E. church, and the
Mr. and Mrs. Egra Pointer, Espa
or
man
is
If
there
and
walking
any
regular business was transacted.
who has the nola.
southwest
in
the
riding
At 8 p. m. the annual rally of the
W. D. McKInney, Denver.
gift of the lingo to talk for Santa
J. R. Holt, Carlsbad.
Epworth League was held in the First Fe it's Morley. In the exhibit is a
M. E. church. Rev. C. O. Beckman, of
D. D. Draper, Albuquerque.
model of the Old Palace as
J. J. Moran, Albuquerque.
Albuquerque, addressed the congrega- "fhe" will look when certain decoration of the "Epworth Pledge."
tions are added. This model made by
Ralph P. Henderson, Los Angeles.
At 8:30 Thursday morning Rev. M. Percy Adams is pronounced a gem
O. Stockland, of Silver City, led the and ought to create much talk of SanCORONADO.
devotional service. The bishop took ta Fe's treasure house.
The
without any resi-following,
the chair at 9 o'clock. Rev. R. E. Farwater
are
colors,
paintthere
Then
affixed:
dence
Lock-ridgley, Rev. J. H. Johnson, Rev. E.
photos which
ings, and enlarged
Wrestling Charley.
Rev. Edwin Gaskill and Dr.
eloquently" of Santa Fe's unique
speak
William Largo.
Thos. Harwood were introduced.
also
are
There
photos
architecture.
George Barbone.
The order for the day was called for telling of the activities of the School
Tom Barbone.
.
were
Guata-malaand the disciplinary questions
of American Archaeology in
Mr. Williams.
..Li...
asked.
There will be Santa Fe litera-- '
Lucio Garcia.
At 10 o'clock the committee on the ture to be handed out to the curious
R. Martinez.
Juau
visitors.
consolidation of the missions reported and
Dick Wilson.
Santa Fe is finally on the map
iu favor of referring tre organization
Jail Youcann.
of an annual conference until a year the old burg has become an advertiser
G. B. Danner.
E. Krull.
Lee TIiuiudbOU.
Sam Rosier.

guaranteed, the latest styles, and
tailors.
made up by first-claPlaced against the ready- - made
clothes, why there's no comparison
in wearing qualities, style and fit.
Give me a chance to show you a list
of the orders I have taken in five
days. You are entitled to the best
tltere is in clothes, and there is only
one place in Santa Fe to get them.
ss

Fe, New Mexico.

TBTI

ELC1S

nights

2

2

.

.

$3.50, $4.00,
and $6.00

FOR MOTHER
Street or House Shees. Regular or
High Cut; Dull or Brif lit Leathers; Button or Lace Models; Handsome, Stylish

r

and Durable.

1

$2.50, $3.00, $3.50. $4.00

&

$5.00.

FOR HARRY
Sturdy School Shoes;

Dull Calf, Black

or Tan; Button or Bloucher. Then there
Storm Boots; Good looking,
are High-Cu- t
Comfortable,

but

Very

& Durable

Strong

$ 1 .50, $2.00, $2.50 & $3.00

FOR MARY
Just right for

grow- -

ing feet. Soft Leathers and Low Heels.

Just

Nature Shaped Shoes.

the Shoe she ought to wear.

$1.00, $1.50, $2.00
$2.50 and $3.00
Come

in

and let us show you

YOUR

STRETCH

we

how

SHOE

can

DOLLARS

PFLUEGER
The Shoe Specialist.

EPISeOPoHL CONFERENCE

h

'
.

guaranteed.

$4.50, $5.00

AT METHODIST

TWO

Commencing Tuesday, Oct. 8th
.

We're splendid Shoes of Dull or
Bright Leather; Shoes for Comfort and Durability; Shoes built
by Men's Shoe Specialists, and

-

The Capital Tailor
East
of Plaza, - Santa
Side

For FATHER

'

g

made from the best material, fully

sHOES

f

The Original

CONEY
ISLAND
MUSICAL
COMEDY
COMPANY

r

32nd ANNUAL
New Mexico State Fair
ALBUQUERQUE.
October 7, 8, 9, 10, II,

12,

1912.

..Opening Day

Monday,

"State Day"
Tuesday,
Wednesday, "Good Roads Day"
Thursday, Albuquerque Day
Firemen's Day
Friday,
Columbus Day
Saturday,
Horse Racing, Airship Flights, Base Ball, Carnival Shows,

EVERY DAY

Old-Ne-

20

PEOPLE

20

OPENING PRODUCTION,

"Papa's MfflW

'

- 25c, 35c and 50c

Prices, -

SEAT SALE MONDAY, FISCHER'S DRUG STORE.

D. K. B. SELLERS,
President.

FOR PUBLICATION.

NOTICE

Colonist Kates
VIA

RIO GRANDE
the

or tne Interior, U. S.
Department
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M
September 13. 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Raffaele
Pettine, of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
August 22, 1905, made Homestead
for SE 4 NW
Entry No.
4
SW 4 Sec. 13 and NE 4
E
Section 24, Township 11 N.,
NW
Range 13 E., N. M. P. M., has filed
r
notice of intention to make
proof, to establish claim to the land
Receiver, U. S. Land Office, at Santa
Fe, New Mexico, on the 6th day, of
November, 1912. :i
Claimant names as witnesses: Cruz
e
Griego, of Leyba, N. M., Macario
described, before Register or
ba, of Leyba, N. M., Miguel Pettine,
ol Willard, N. M., John Pettine, of
vviiiara, in. hi.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
8479-0693-

1--

1-- 2

1--

1--

1--

1--

five-yea-

Ley-abov-

i
'

FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N.

M.

Sept. 11, 1912.

Notice is hereby given that Andres
G. Gonzales of Glorieta, N. M., who,
on Sept. 9, 1907, made homestead application 04786, No. 11988, for S
NE
Section 4,
SE
N
Township 15 N., Range 11 E, N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make final five year proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before the Register or Receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on Nov.
1-- 2

1--

1-- 2

1--

'

16, 1912.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Juan Gonzales y Roybal, Andres
Garcia, Albino Gonzales, Salvador
Gonzales, all of Glorieta, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
A

want

Ad. In the New Mexican
sees more people In one day than you

can see In a month.

Try one.

Wonderful Cures Reported in Germany. and
of the more eoncenttmted

The ue of simple herbs as remedies instead
revived very widely of late.
usually more dantferous inortfanio substances, has been which throws
out almost a
In Germany a new school of physicians has arisen
ot wild
whole ot the pharmacopeia and relies on an adaptation of the method
N. Y. World.
animals in curing themselves
the Invalids Hotel and
It was Dr. R. V. Pierce, chief consulting physician to
the extended use of some
of Buffalo, N. Y., who first. advocated
Institute
Surgical
.
mandrake
.
uuiwu Btai mm the chief tfrone root, in
of our nauvo roots, sucn
Doctor
ingredients
These are
and queen's root, black sherrybark.
known
and
well
favorably
so
been
has
which
Medical
Discovery,
Pierce's Golden
.
A
hnnnlR.3
cleanser and
i
nau a ceaiurjr.
ior ncany
"J
",
stomach tonic that nature has provided.
"I sufJ. Doxald Mathesox of Ossining, N. Y. says:
told me y, m
fered for over fivo years with what the doctorsuHlh
a catardilated condition of the stomach, assocUitcd
heart. 1
rhal condition of same, and ncnms
rhular
enough nux. bismuth, gentian,was no enre for tat"taa8h'?
and naturally thought thorn
what eminent doctors ? aid of the curative
reading
Discovery
of theWedientsof 'Golden Med
also the Peasant
a fair trial. Took tho 'Discovery ' and
am feclimr
Pellets' and can truthfully say I Rive
to print
permission
Save
I cheerfully
than testimonial
writes ine
and If any dcmbtlmr Thomas
this
medicine in the
bust
I will put him iris a to

0rf

hi

--

w-.B-

't

W

1

IX MATBBgra ,

Esq.

country

IJ?

Jail

Yu.

"'

F. Martinez.
Jose Ortiz y Pino, Galisteo.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Winans,
ley.

(Scenic Line of

World)

VERY LOW ONE-WA- Y
FARES FROM DENVER & RIO GRANDE STATIONS TO
Stan-.,

(

J.

C. Smith.
George Greeley.
EUROPEAN.
iF. Cotter, Denver.
R. L. Castlebury, Espanola.
R. L. Hicks, Tucumcari.
L. H. Hughes, Alamogordo.
John A. Haley, Carrizozo.
R. S. Tipton, Alamosa.
H. H, Keliogg, Alamosa.
J. B. Taylor, Tucumcari.

British Columbia, California, Idaho, Montana,
Nevada, Oregon and Washington Points
On

i

j

H. Hooten. Tucumcari..
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Bates,

Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Barrett,
querque,
jf
Jose Ortiz y Pino, Galisteo.

Secretary.
II

idea-thirst- y

NOTICE

FRANK A. STORTZ

Albu-

Sale September 25th to October 10th

LIBERAL STOP OVERS
Call on or write your local agent or W. D. Shea, T. P. A.,
Santa Fe, for information a? to rates, routes, etc.
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WILLIAM

FAIAH

EMIL M1GNARD0T

THE

Capital Bar
I

"To my careful analysis of the

(My Idah McGlone Gibson.)

the ter and the recognition of hi?

Christy Mathewspn came out of
dressing room at the Polo grounds
and looked at me inquiringly, but
yes when I told him I had
a photographer outside who was anxious to snap him.
I did want to get Mathewson before
he changed from his street clothes, because, between you and me, a baseball player in uniform is not a thing
of beauty, although he is sometimes a

bat""

weak-

'

"

'',''''j'"j'

An Ice Cold Bottle or Glass of
Lemp's Beer will kill your

1

MATHEWSON. THE GREAT, TELLS IDAH MC'GLONE GIBSON JUST HOW HE PUTS
PITCHER'S RERSONALITV
THE BALL THAT FOOLS 'EM-ST- AR
AS SEEN BY WOMAN WRITER.

thirst

I

Ulass of California Wine will
put blood in your veins I
A Drink of Old Taylor Whiskey
will make you forget your
. troubles!
'
A

M
v

Phone Orders Attended To Promptly

Brooklyn Friday left no ill effect and against' the National league umpires
the New York captain will take"part in' sound like an echo from Chicago. It
the big' games.
will be recalled that Murphy made
similar accusations at Intervals durNO CHANGE IN
ing the season and also said that the
DE PALMA'S CONDITION. managers of other clubs were "throwMilwaukee, Wis., Oct. 7. There was ing" games to the Giants. Bresna-han- ,
practically no change today in the
leader of the Cardinals, was the
condition of Ralph DePalma, injured victim of one of these attacks, Murin an accident in the Grand Prix Auphy charging that Roger wanted Mc- tomobile race Saturday. His physi- Graw's club to win the
flag because he
ulcians expressed confidence In his
intended to make a trip around the
timate recovery if no change for the world with the Giants after the seaworse occurs.
son was over.
MURPHY BLUNDERS
(By E..A. Bachelor.)

Detroit Free Press.
If tbre is any possible means jbf;
baseball- - and bf
Killing professional
disgusting the people whose money
,riow goes to support it, the' National
league magnates evidently' mean to
,

ness., After a pitcher jfhas attained
control of the ball, which is purely a
technical facility he must acquire, he,
must depend entirely upon his head.
Some of my critics say I put the ball
too straight over the plate, and I
have always tried to do this, but in
doing so J always know just where
the batter's "groove" Is and avoid it.
I study his method and
change mine
to beat him out, if possible."
ii 1. . i
jvj juictci vi until lie uecumes a Mathewson had a great deal to say
This is
Marquard).
Mathewson's about the morals of his profession.
thirteenth year with the New " York Like Jake Stahl, he believes it is one
of the best callings for the colleee
Giants and he still retains his youthful
man.
enthusiasm and interest in the game.
"I do not know of any other profesThis I believe is the secret of his long
sion," he said, "where the young man
usefulness
i3 started immediately upon
leaving
"I have never played one game of college at $;SU00 salary and where, it
ball," he said, "that was just like any he is successful, he may in five years
be earning from seven to ten thousand
other game. There is always some litdollars. Today the young ball playtle interesting twist which makes it er's
position among men is just as
absolutely new. Of course, the peo- good as that of the young lawyer or
ple in the stands recognize the big physician."
u
Mathewson seems to think that
plays, but often the most interesting
is
the
coming pitcher. "The
plays are only seen by the expert."
Mathewson looks 10 years younger Giants call him 'Jeff,'" he said, "because he is so big, and, in a way, we
than Jake Stahl, although they are
think he looks like Jeffries."
the same age, 32. He is perhaps the
The Giants' star pitcher would
best talker of all the baseball men I make no prophesy in regard to the
nave interviewed. His" words are coming world's series, although he
chosen with good taste, his intonation gave Jhe entire credit of winning the
is cultured, and he points his speech National league pennant to Manager
"with sincerity.
McGraw, of whom he says: "He is the
"To what do you attribute your long best molder of men that I have ever
MRS. GIBSON INTERVIEWING CHRISTY MATHEWSON
isuccess?" I asked him.
known."
NEW MEXICAN. SPECIAL PHOTOGRAPH BY DONCOURT.

IMPORTED

flfiADQ

and DOMESTIC
255

San Francisco St.

Phone 2J9 W

find

the
hree

way.
of them broke loose yester
day with public utterances of a char
acter that does the sport anything but
good. Murphy, Fogel and Garry Herr1

FIVE THOUSAND
FlLflT TO GET
JERIES TICKETS

7, 1912.

Might Bring Action.
For the good of. baseball, it might
be an excellent thing to have some of
the persons abused by' Murphy and
fogel bring action for libel against
them. It isn't healthy Mr the game
that a magnate is permitted to charge
Holihprnto aiaaMncr hv ho nrhltora aa
in the present Fogel instance, without
being made to prove the truth of his
accusations.
If there is any umpire against
whom Fogel or anybody else can
prove fraud, he deserves to be run out
of organized baseball. On the other
hand, the man who makes such
statements as Fogel's and then cannot furnish the proofs deserves the
same fate.

mann were the offenders. Murphy
came through with a statement that
Frank Chance had decided to "retire"
New York,, Oct. 7. Five thousand at the end of the season. Fogel's ravpersons, 50u of whom had remained ings took the form of a charge that
the Giants won the pennant because
up all night, t (ormed the polo grounds
some of the umpires who wanted to
at the openii.g of the public sale of
get into the world's series believed
the remainiL reserve seats for the that this best could be
accomplished PROFESSIONAL CARDS
world's cham. unship baseball series.
McGraw the "close ones."
by
giving
Twelve thousand tickets in all were Herrmann's offense was an
attack on
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
put on sale tour thousand for each the indivdual qualifications of
Umpire
of the three games scheduled for New
he brings
whom
Finneran,
against
York. The iicketsy were handled at
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
of incompetence and improthree separate windows so that to buy charges
City Attorney.
conduct.
seats for tha series it was necessary perFor
City Bank Building,
and Fogel to make fools Capital
Murphy
i'1
for the applicant to fall in line three of themselves is
Rooms
nothing new. Ever
times. This tended to defeat specula
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
since they have become prominent
tors.
in baseball for their utterances
enough
Three thousand fans were in line to
G. W. PRICHARD,
get into print they have batted
when the lust reserved seat ticket
Attorney and Counsellor at La. ,
over .300 in the silly sayings league.
lor tomorrow's game was sold. There But this time even these careless
Practice in all the District Court
was still a supply of tickets for the
have outdone themselves. and gives special attention to casea
chatterers
second and third games undisposed of.
before the State Supreme Court.
Is Firing Chance Out.
on
New York,
7. Surmise
Oct.
Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
lines
of
the
between
the
Reading
this, the day before the opening of Chance "retirement" it is
easy to see
the world's Uiampionship series found
HARRY D. MOULTON,
is forcing the "Peerless
more than i,00 men and boys- - at the that Murphy
Attorney-at-Lafrom
Leader"
the management of the
polo grounds. Sitting around bonSanta Fe, New Mexico.
club and that in so doing he
Chicago
fires, they had waited all night for the ia
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
furnishing an example of ingratifirst chance at the 4,000 upper grand
Land
Claims and Contests a Specialty
tude
almost
without
and stupidity
stand seats to be placed on sale at
parallel.
9 a. m.
EASLEY & EASLEY,
In the opinion of Daseball men
Each person will be allowed to buy
,
. Chaa. R. Easley,..
F.
Chas,
EaBley,
is
leaders
Chance
the
among
greatest
two tickets. At the sale of seats toaw.
asAttorneys-at- -'
ever
Since
has
known.
the
game
one
will
sold
be
ticket
morrow, only
Practice in the Courts and before-Lanto a person. This is an eleventh hour suming charge of the Cubs he has
Department.
ruling designed to defeat speculators. won four National league and world's
Land grants and titles examined.
In the hotel
lobbies there are championships and has been promin inent in the fight for the pennant Santa Fe, N. M.; branch Office, Estan-ci-a.
FOR THE gathered hundreds of men notable
N. M.
me uuseuuu worm, umuug uieiu i res several years when he failed to land.
idents Lynch and Johnson of the big At one time the "Peerless Leader'"
leagues and August Herrmann of Cin- had a wonderful ball club, but in the HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVfc.t-TISE- ?
It is expected that the Swedish gov- big M.
who constitute the "supreme last two or three seasons nothing but
Swedish which characterized
their season's cinnati,
OLYMPIC GAMES
tantij g
Tell your story to
ernment will grant a considerable
court" of baseball. They had an in- his masterly leadership has kept the
waterman.
P'ay.
to
the
all
scheduled
for
formal
machine
from
once
the Swedih paticipants in the
2,000,000
going
day
Readers
meeting
great
Sweden's test of the strength of her
Pacific Expositon.
The Boston Americans left this af- at which ihey planned a final super- pieces. The decay of star players, inTwelve Dollars.
national defenses by mobilizing nine
LOST THEM MONEY Panama
vision of arrangements for the
John Hammar, managing director
advertisebigj juries and all sorts of hard luck have We will place your
of her troops along the Rus- ternoon for New York. They were
of the Swedish Exportation Society, regiments
saDDed the strength of the club, but ment in 25 leading newspapers' Sunsian frontier has been very success- given a demonstration farewell. The games.
All are confident that the coming with the splendid judgment in hand- day issue, for $12 per insertion. Dehas left for San Francisco to prepare ful.
Although much of the country Red Sox went through an hour of light series will
! ROM THE STANDPOINT OF CLEAN SPORT for the participation of Sweden.
eclipse all past contests for ling men that always has stamped
A is without railway communication the
scriptive circular FREE.
Attention the world's championship, not exceed Chance as a marvel, he has managed THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
this afternoon.
number of industries are deeDlv in
practice
AND
GOOD
ATHLETICS
THEY
ARE
were
mobilized ready for was
regiments
surto
Of
far
which
the
last
year's game,
batting.
ing
terested in the exposition and these
to be "up there" or thereabouts just
AGENCY,
at the end of two days, three given largely
ADJUDGED A SUCCESS
are already planning their exhibits. marchingthe enormous
pitchers who tossed to the bat- passed all former contests.
the same.
Taos, New Mexico.
distance.
despite
arare
an
exhibition
The
have
Giants
and
two,
Collins,
ters,
VanDyke
these
Credit.
Deserves Great
are the woo.d pulp interAmong
The citizen soldiers were ordered left handers.
ranged for this afternoon with the
Instead of being blamed because
DR. W. -- UME BROWN,
Stockholm, Sweden, Oct. 5. The ests, the telephone companies, the to serve under an act of the last
enterNew
for
the
Americans
choice
York
Joe
Boston's
Wood,
t probable
Swedish match industry and the makthe Cubs are not this year's chamDentist.
Under
and
ten
colors
for
Riksdag
Uncle
kept
in
blue
Sam's
tainment
of
with
a
were
tomorrow's
Olympic games
jackets,
game, warmed up
great financial ers of creamery machinery. ...
Over Spitz Jewelry Store
for training before beginning the Cady as his pitcher most of the time. and the day will be mainly one of rest pions Chance deserves great credit for
failure, not less than $243,000 having
to
A unique contribution toward tlin days
the fact that they have been able
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
march for home,
Two of the Boston players complained for the world's series men.
teen lost by the organizers, according erection of the Swedish building at On the whole
on the Giants' back all sea- Phone Red 6.
the maneuvres have of slight colds. Hall did not get into
is understood that Mathewson, keep right
It
the Panama Pacific International Ex shown that the Swedish
son. With an incompetent manager
the final auditing of the accounts.
Office Hours 8 a. m. to 5 p. m.
organization his playing togs for this reason, al- Tesreau and Marquard who will do
treAnd by Appointment.
iFrom the standpoint of good sport position at San Francisco is to be Is working very well. The mobilized though he looked well. Duffy Lewis the brunt of the pitching for the in charge the bunch of "delirum
Lar- mens" victims and "cigarette fiends"
the games were acknowledged to have made by Miss Ida Olson, president of troops came from an area far larger practiced with the others but said his Giants will have a final work-outhe Woman's Auxiliary of the Swedish-America- than
declares his club
"been well conducted.
ry Doyle's slight injury suffered at that Murphy himself
Good order
many European kingdoms, but cold still bothered him.
to be, would have been crowding the
M. DIAZ,
DR.
Society in California.
the telephone, which is well developand system were characteristic of the
for
Braves
the
last
Boston
place.
It
is
the
in
cushion
ed
golden
which,
DON CASPAR
Sweden, was a great aid to the
program from day to day. But this
As a reward of this good work RESIDENCE,
than Hooper, while the fielding avergood management meant heavy cost when finished, will have on its sur- authorities and by its use it was pos- MATHEMATICIANS
AVE
of
to
his
is
be
posiChance
deprived
FIGURE IT OUT. ages of both the men are identical,
and the promoters of the affair find face the embroidered autographs of sible to spread the order to every vilPhone, 220 Red
New York, Oct. 4 If the work of each practically leading the outfield- tion by the wise and generous Mr.
themselves facing this great deficit. distlnguished Swedish and American lage and farm in the district within a
the baseball mathematicians has not ers of their respective leagues with Murphy. There have been indications OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
This amount does not include the cost officials. The cover already contains few hours.
for some time that Murphy was planthe names of King Gustav, written by
been in vain the batting and fielding marks of .972.
of the stadium.
to do something of this sort. He
own
his
ning
Phone, 237 Black
by
and
of
Sox
the
Red
Lewis
several
have
and
of
the
the
and
Becker
hand,
Giants
averages
samj has been
the whole income from the
BOSTON
TEAM
fretting and making poor ali
cabinet
officers
of
a
differ
for
those
but
the batting average, .270, and
Sweden, and
indicate a closer contest
HOURS. 1 to 3 P. M.
including season tickets, was of
OFFICE
the American ambassadors, minworld championship than the parti few points in fielding. The weak spot bis for his club ever since it became
IS
TRYING
slightly more than $270,000. On the
ITS
sucwould
not
Cubs
the
that
evident
san
of either club are will- of the New York outfield would apday of the Marathon $22,788 was isters and consuls to most of the
the Giants.
BATTING EYES ing tosupporters
F. MURRAY, M. D..
concede.
taken in at the gates and adding to European countries.
pear to be in Devore's average of .897 ceed in overhauling
Finally he came out with the stateOn reaching America Miss Olson
this the season tickets for that day
Although the major league seasons and batting of .243.
PHYSICIAN and SURGEON,
him
New York's batting strength among ment that booze and tobacco lost
Boston, Oct. 7. The Boston Ameri- have not quite come to their official
the income was $34,128, which is the will endeavor to procure' President
to stand
the
Chance,
pennant.
quick
recis
as
Catton
Taffs
proBlock, Palace Ave., next
inflelders, however,
quite
largest sum ever taken in Sweden for
autograph and she will then cans tried their batting eyes and close, a comparison of the total
his men, replied that Murphy or
door
to Wells Fargo Ex.
a public affair.
ords for the two pennant winning nounced, from the figures,. ;as Bos- by
complete the cushion with the signa- their fielding ability in light
else making such charges was
practice
Sweden is not disheartened by the tures of the Swedish minister at
from unofficial figures ton's advantage in the outfield. Mor-kl- anyone
clubs,
compiled
233.
PHONE
time
the
an
From
a
and
at Fenway park this morning prior to is
liar
ingrate.
with a batting average of .307
deficit, as it was expected from the Washington and the various Swedish
up to within a few games of the
to Residence Palace Hotel.
his
allowed
that
Frank
indignation
New
for
York.
was
their
It
departure
start and the country feels well repaid consuls throughout the country. .
has been hitting better t'. an StVi
Phone Main 68.
finish, as follows:
his doom as Cub
rise to this
in having shown the world the high
When the cover is complete it is to their last day of preparation for the
'New York Boston but at the same time conceding tj manager waspitch,
Fielding.
sealed.
in
3,622 the Boston player a few points
Putouts
3,555
degree of her sportmanship and man be raffled in San Francisco, and the world's championship series.
No Consideration.
The players were In fine form. Assists
1,688 fielding.
agement. She was successful in both proceeds will go towards the Swedish
.1,656
Larry Doyle, at second, has
is hanging the "retirement"
Murphy
of these endeavors and it is consider- building which
231 been hitting better than Yerkjs, but
s
269
;
Gardner and Carrigan, who suffered Errors
Is Going to Practice With
story on the fact that Chance, at a
ed certain that the Swedish govern- are planning to build at the exposi- recently from split fingers are in Fielding average
.958 also concedes Beveral points to the
951
' DR. R. H. MILLER.
time when the manager's health was
ment, recognizing these facts, will not tion.
Boston man in fielding. At shortgood condition again. The Red Sox
,.'
Batting.
said he thought he would
poor,
very
Specialty . , Obstetric.
hesitate to place at the disposal of
4 478
A two years' yovage in a canoe has' bid fair to go in the world's series At bat
between Wagner
4,466 stop it is a toss-ubaseball.
quit
115 Grant Ave., Santa Fe.
,
fieM-insthe committee the funds necesary to been started from Stokholm across with the same fortunate lack of hand- Runs
Office,
694
in
.
both batting and
756
and Fletcher
iNow that the P. L. seems to be on
pay all of its debts.
but at third the comparison is the road to comnlete recovery Mur
1,236
Russia, Persia and India to Bombay icaps on account of illness or injury Hits
1,254
.276 all in the favor of Gardner, for bat3atting average .. . . 280
phy, instead of giving him a chance
ting, for with a record of .318 he pairs to reconsider, publishes it broadcast
Long Hits.
4 Horse Power
Two-bas- e
232 with Speaker for honors of the club; that
208
...
SPILLING THE BEANS. AS PROPHESIED BY NEW YORK FANS.
the Cubs will have a nevt man72 Herzog of New York has a better rec
Three-bas- e
80
PRICE,
ager. Of course Chance is not being
$165.00
25 ord on third base than Gardner by hurt
44
Home runs
by this maneuver. There are
With
Magneto.
Imported
1,687 several points.
1,154
Total bases
a doubt with trouble
fully a dozen major league magnates A Motorcycleleftwithout
at
the
factory.
166
109
catchers
the
Between
to
the
him
Sacrifice hits
batting who would be glad to sign
up
161 honors He with Meyers of New York, manage their clubs, for he has made
250
Stolen bases
In almost every instance it is no- - with about 80 points over Carrigan good in Chicago with Murphy hanging
'
ticeable how slight the difference is of Boston, and his fielding is also a 0n his neck and Bhould be even more
between the clubs in either depart- few points ahead.
efficient when working for a man with
ment of the game. v.
Experts agree from the figures as a a few of the finer instincts in his poswhole, distilled from the record of session, i
In fielding, especially in
Horace Fogel and Murphy are so
ing the superiority of the Boston practically every ball in play during
club has been much vaunted by its the major league's season, there is thick and so much alike In their
LIGHT SI LEST AND HELIABLK.
...''!- little to choose, except the fact that absence of judgment and ordinary infollowers.
Tris Speaker, the Boston center- - the clubs are evenly enough matched telligence that the Fogel charges PASH BROS., Ajcts., Santa Fe
fielder, although having a Bhghtly lo provide a world series of the high-- j
lower fielding average than his two est order.
A man to man comparison by avercolleagues in the "outer garden" has
the remarkable batting average of ages from which the foregoing totals
were taken follows, the Giants being
387.
Murray of the New York outfield, the players first mentioned- in , ' each
,v;"
has been batting a few points better case: .
Fine Imported and Domestic Wines, Liquors
i

,

17-1- 8

-

Tes-rea-

d
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well-know- n

'or

,

'

j

t.

n

J.

L.

MRS. DR. BROWN

Swedish-American-

p

Pope Motor Cycle

out-fiel- d

PEERLESS BAR

G.

P. O.

...115
Merkle, first base
67
Stahl, first base
112
Doyle, second base
109
Yerkes. second base
....106
Fletcher, shortstop
128
Wagner, shortstop
123
Herzog, third base
Gardner, third base .......130
..112 .537
Meyers, catcher
378
80
Carrigan, catcher
114
80
Devore, left field
212
108
Becker, left field
J.131 259
Lewis, left field
Snodgrass, center field ....100 207
331
..131
Speaker, center field
...123 328
Murray, right field
297
Hooper, right field .........125
1028
655
274
175
207
302
139
143

Fielding.
A.
58

Ave. A.B.

E.

Batting.
R H. "Ave.

.973
.987
300 42 .932
279 20
.958
353 48 , .921
343 51
.927
280 24
.946
271 32 .929
94 18 .972
94 15
. 969
.897 26
16 15
21 10 .959 382
18 11 ..962 500
-

20

15

35.17
14

20

10
9

71

410
280
485
449
359
466
431
481
351
241

29
9

.938
.956
.972

465-

512
487

.972 612

30

82

95

165
125

67
55
68
69
78
59
26

-

126

.307
.293
.340
.278

Uj30;2jt9)
' 125 '..'268

.262
.318
120 .342
63
.262
58
72 .243
64 103 ?. 270
71 135
270
86 120 .258
118 198 .387
.273
73 133
86 134 .262
113
153

AND

CIGARS

GREGG & COLE, Props.

saHENRY KRICKes
DISTRIBUTOR OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water.
Afent for Aztec Spring Mineral Water.
35
TELEPHONE
Santa Fe, New Mex.
J
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DON'T TAKE OUR WORD!

LEADER GUILTY
TELEPHONES.
You Will Find the
Editor's office, 31 J.
Business office, 31 W.
Styles In
Mrs. J. W. Giddings will not be at EDWARD CLARKE OF CINCINNATI ADMITS
home tomorrow.
PART IN CONSPIRACY TO DYNAMITE
V, 'S: Marshal Secundino Romero Is
here from Albuquerque.
JOBS BY IRON WORKERS
AT
Attorney Charles A. Springer of
Cimarron is in the city.
MRS. W. LINDHARDT,
Indianapolis, lnd., Oct. 7. Edward
County Commissioner Jose Oritz y
Cincinnati
ClarKe of
today pieaueu
Pino is here from Galisteo.
125 Palace Ave.
are guilty to the government a changes in
Dr and Mrs. W. A. Palmer
tcurists here from Castle Roads, Colo. me uynamite conspiracy cases.
As soon as tue court opened, DistE.
County School Superintendent
rict
the
in
Attorney Cnarlts V . Miner
is
Otero
of
county,
Tipton
js.
i!OVI ilRANll.
v
, 'i IJ :
a.Ov
Feuerai juage a. a. Anaer- S.
U.
on
the
to
serve
grand jury.
city
r'H Dliimmitl ltrum(
'!:)..ic-tIMIU in Ztrl Mil Oo)l BittitiiiAv
Wrestling Charley and a few others jBon.
tmt?s, seakfl with P.Uta K!lbon. V
please the court, the defend-itV
registered as "Navajo Indians", camej
Tnko mi uiht'r. Tiny of
to
Ak f. r m. IITK. T Tit S
lruinr)f.
the city Saturday and put up at jam, ClanA, xt Cuicmi.au, wishes,,
UIAS10NI
11 MH. for Sft
M
ltll
to
Uhe' Corbnad'o.
years known as Uest, Salest. Always Reliai
fiiange his plea troui hoc guilty
SOLD BY l lRlifiOISTS EVERYWHERE
Mrs. Foree 1s back from Arizona guilty."
lurKe then stepped forward.
where she visited her daughter Mrs.
"Uo you pieaa guilty ." aKed Judge today at Toby Hanna. Pa. William
Chalmers McConnell, formerly Miss
K. Erbeck, most seriously hurt, was
Anderson.
Mary Foree of this city.
i pitjuu guilty," said Clarke.
brought to a hospital here. Privates
Miss Flo Moore is back from the
'Hie prisoner was separated from Andrew Miller, Peter Marion, Nelson
coast and is about to join the motorthe other 4o uefehdants aim vakeu to D. Blosse, Charles A. Hounchell, F.
ists, leaving today for Albuquerque
.
F. NcManee, Fred Linoham and Cor- to awaa me imposing of his
jail
to bring back a Hupmobile.
Clarke
guilry to ail poral John Harsch were hurt, but not
pleaoed
Col. George W. Prichard, prominent
die charges rive counts of conspiracy badly.
progressive and former attorney gen- and lifty counts of being a principal
The company was returning from
to
has
eral of New Mexico,
gone
to the actual illegal interstate ship- the Connecticut maneuvers and had
on court business.
ment of dynamite and
stopped at Tobyhanna for target prac- Paul Doran, formerly manager of
was business agent and presi- tice. According to unofficial reports
Clarke
the Palace Hotel, is back in the city
dent ot local union 44 or the Jnterna-uona- r received here a shell exploded before
looking well. He is visiting his faAssociation of Bridge and Struc- p. breech block gun bad been closed,
hotel.
ther at the Montezuma
Workers from January, WOS Six of the men were hurt by pieces of
Iron
tural
Miss
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Arnold.
1911.
His activities in pro- fiying material. The war department
ic
July,
A. Arnold and Miss E. Arnold, arMr. Miller assert-bu- , has detailed officers from the Philarived in the city yesterday from Xew moting explosions,on
were carried
through letters delphia arsenal to investigate.
York. They are motoring to Los AnFrank N. Kyan, president
written
by
geles.
Mc.Numaras. An
GOOD ORDER IN STRIKE,
Dr. F. E. Mera, head of Sunmount of the union, and the
the in- handled umbrella
Oct. 7. The three
K1Vj Nevada,
sanitarium, was called to Abilene, ivory "E. C." found in bearing
the wreckage tho"u'8and
itials
,
striking miners here are
Kansas, by the death of his
.
at
ot a dynamited bridge
Dayton,
maintaining excellent order. Several
Mrs. Harry Mera, who Wri8 wall
Air. Miller said, lead to the disclosure confereIlce8
have been neld Bince
known in Santa Fe.
that Clarke actually nad caused the preBident jioyer of the miners'
A.
M.
National Committeeman
having used the umbrella toratioll) anU0iinced that the question at
Otero of the progressive republican protect tn"e dynamite from the rain issue would be left for settlement
to
party is back from a campaign tourltlna tnen leaving iV
the various companies and their emand he is in splendid health. Dr. A.
Clark was also Charged with carry- ployes and there would seem to be
J. Casner, in whose car the trip was ing out plots against employes of non- ,ope for aa eariy agreement.
union labor. Ill connection with a
made, is also back in the city,
secre- - scheme to blow up the Harrison aveMiss Olsen, the governor's
There is not a village of any size
nue viaduct at Cincinnati, Mr. Miller in the United States or in Canada
tary, leaves this afternoon for
to take some papers for the alleged Clarke wrote to Ryan: "It where the name of the Al. G. Barnes
me to buy ex-- circus is not a household word. With
governor's signature. Mr. McDonald would be dangerous torYou
had better! the Bhow is carried the greatest and
is ill in Albuquerque and his friends plosives down here.
1 have gotten one
a
send
stranger.
to
most varied collection of animals as
hope he will rest up before trying
man out of a lot of trouble already. ever assembled together at one time.
get back at his desk.
1 can't do much more
for
There are more trained animals with
Col. David Charles Collier, presi- 1 am afraid
Bake
dent of the San Diego exposition, suc- the police judge sake. For God
the
show than may be found in the
me again
cessful real estate man of the south- don't bring this bunch before
combined menageries of the four larg- est circuses.
west, lawyer, orator and globe girdler, or I'll have to do sonietiiing."
Herbert S. Hockin, acting secretary-treasure- r
ai rived here from San Diego Saturwas
of the union,
charged
day. He is spending a few days in
NOT WELL ENOUGH TO WORK.
by Mr. Miller with "double dealing
Santa Fe on business matters.
Thousands of American girls and
out a weary exMiss Carl Leopold and her mother, with Clarke.
of the Iron women are dragging
board
executive
"The
Mrs. Carl Leopold, of Burlington, Ia
in stores, mills, shops and fac- istence
fixed
a
union agreed upon
arrived yesterday to attend the wed- Workers'
tories witl1 distressing weaknesses
price of $200 lor each Job,'' said Mr. land
ding of Miss Estella Bergf.re to Aldo Miller
derangements which are sapping
to the jury.
their very life away.
Leopold, which takes place Friday.
over
a
of
the
"For
bridge
up
blowing
Carl Leopold, brother of Aldo Leopold
Such women may find joy in living
Miami rivr at. tlnvton. Mav
will be the best man.
and
be restored to vigorous health by
li.08, Hockin paid Clarke only $122.75,
James F. Goutchey, chief deputy of thus
taking Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
out part of the fee
holding
the internal revenue office, has returna woman's remedy for woPointing toward Eugene A. Clancy, Compound,
illB which has stood the test
ed from a vacation.
man's
Francis-ccSan
of
A.
Tveitmoe
Olaf
and
Secundino Romero, the U. S. marMr. Miller said it would be shown of time.
next
offices
up here
shal, will move his
that they helped in promoting the
The Weather For Santa Fe, the
week.
Los Angeles Times disaster, and that
R. K Cabell, commissioner of the "Jack" Bright, known as J. T. Munsey, forecast is generally cloudy with local
internal revenue service, is expected for two weeks after the explosion rain tonight or Tuesday. Colder in
here the end of the week. Hiis home harbored J. B. McNamara, at Salt Lake north portion tonight.
is in Washington.
City, Utah.
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THE LINE OF SUPERIOR MADE

One-Piec- e

DRESSES

our patrons deserve the very best, both
in style and quality, that's why we handle

Correct

"The Palmer Garment"
All the NEW MODELS

JULIUS H. GERDES

vf

BaHj

You Cannot Beat It!

"

NEW STYLES

--

NEW FABRICS

NEW LINE of Misses' and
Girls' Blue Serge Suits and
Dresses are a Picture of the Dressmaker's Art. Prices way down.

THE

SHIPMENT OF

THE SECOND

Blazers

&

You Never Go Wrong at Seligman's

SELIGMAN BROS.CDMPAHY Jj;

1-0-

sister-in-law-

j

UNITED STATES BANK

TRUST CO.

&

CAPITAL $50,000 00

ADOLF

,

SELIGMAN

CO.

GOODS

DRY

Kf

I

We Are Going to Sell Out
All of Our Stoves
And at Cost Prices,
To make room for a large shipment of FURNITURE.
Seeing the Coal Burners, Wood Burners, of all sizes
and many styles, is enough to" make you buy. Prepare now for the cold weather.

-

Business

Does a General Banking

For here you find a NEW STOCK every
morning that goes that day. The counter
space is not large enough to show everything every day. It will pay you to visit
the store every day during the sale.

sen-unce-

Car-rizoz- o

Knit Norfolk Jackets

just in, and are now

ready for inspection.

f

For Evening Wear are absolutely
the last word in all that is beautiful
and perfect in this line.

BEST COATS
you've seen our's. We believe

NOT SEEN THE

YOU'V

MILLINERY
-

BUT COME AND SEE

Waists and

LADIES!

LABOR

Alb'i-querqu- e

1

Your Patronage Solicited
N.

SIX

Small Fruit; Eight-rooHouse, Stable and Other
Buildings.
m

ON ACEQU1A

ACRES

GRIFFIN, Cashier.

Two Acres in Orchard and

IE

FOR

E.

B. LAMY, Vice - President.

J.

n

W.

6. LAUGHLIN, President.

MADRE-P- art

of

in Bearing.
Tract in Airalfa and 18 Fruit Trees Plaza.
Mile
from
Alii Under Irrigation.
LOW PRICE TO PURCHASER IF TAKEN AT ONCE

Vi

THE

AKERS WAONER FURNITURE CO.
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
wis

!5br
IW

YOU

ARE

TO

GOING

ALLOW

THE

SMALL

FIRES

RfCINT

WARNING OP THE
to pass unheeded ?

Is

it not good

busi- -

to protect yourself fully against possibility of serious prop
INSIRE WITH HAYWARD AND REST CCNTE

erty losses.

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building,

Santa

Fe, N. M.

'

O. C. WATSON & CO.
Phone, Red 189.
1 1 9 San

:

:

Francisco St.,

Santa

Fe, New Mexico.

NOTICE TO WATER
CONSUMERS OF SANTA FE.
FE HAS
AMERICAN
The Irrigation season closes on OcWRECK IN COLORADO.
WELSHMAN.
conFlorence, Colo., Oct. 7. With a tober 1 as is specified in our
a tracts. As we have had an unusually
half
a
be
heard
could
that
7
crash
Jack
Oct.
Sydney, Australia,
Fe train No. 363, consist-ini- r large amount of water used during
Lester, the American heavyweight mile,ofSanta
twentv-thre- e
loaded coal cars, the summer, we shall strictly enforce
pugilist was the victor today in a- enroute down the steep grade on the jour rules with reference to irrigation
flirht with .Tack Howard, a middleRockvale branch near this city, col - lout of season. All consumers are
ouum
weignt Doxer oi
t,,in xn fiW herebv notified that any person
The contest was stopped by the pubo'clock
nine
Sunday caught using city water for Irrigation
after
shortly
lic in the thirteenth round.
half a purposes after October 1 will be disat Clelland

....

MULLIGAN & RISING,
License Numbers,

"""jJ.

URINARY

DIRECTORS

FUNERAL

DISCHARGES

Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.

66-6.

BELIEVED IN

Next Door to Kostornce.

24

HOURS

Each Cap- eule

the

When Your Glasses Break

S. KAUNE

TAUPERT, MFG. OPTICIAN,
EAST LAS VEGAS, N M.

Lenses ground either to match broken ones
or to Occulists' Prescription.
.

to be had in

PEACHES,

PEARS
and PLUMS
We can also supply you with
FT. SUMNER CANTALOUPES
the finest cantaloupes grown.

A live paper makes a live town,
Ve ere making a live paper, Read It

WE WILL MAIL YOU $1
us.

False Teeth send
for each Set of old
Silver,
Highest prices pi-- Id for old Gold,
Broken
Jewelry and Preold Watches,
cious Stones.
MAIL
MONEY SEND BT RETURN

86

Chestnut St. Philadelphia,

CO.

Pa.

TO DENTISTS
We Till buy v our Gold Fillings. Gold Scraps
and Platinum. Highest prices paid.

RAPID

DELIVERY

SERVICE

If you want the best in

FOR SALE GROCERIES.
320-ACR- E

SMELTING & REFINING
ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS

Best Coffee and Teas

Telep hone 9 W

104 DON GASPER ST.

PHILA.

We have just received
shipment cf
CHASE & SANBORN S

and Saddlers a Specialty.

Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.

ft

GO.

The Home Grown Fruit Season
is on and we are offering to the
particular housewife the best to

NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

B uggies

(MIDY

Where Prices are Lowes
for Safe Quality.

WORK RETURNED BY FIRST MAIL.

CORRICK LIVERY BARN

bears

namey,V

Beware of counterfeits';
ALL DKUUOISTS

SEND THEM TO

RANCH

FRIUFS
AND VEGEETABLES

all under fence, good improvements, lots of water. Fine hay
land and farm land with a fine
crop on it and about 40 head of
cattle. Six miles from railroad H.
and 7 miles from the mountain.
Sell at a bargain. Address,

FRANK DAVIS,

Morlarty, N. M.

i

SANTA

WINS
FROM

OO TO

S. KAUNE

a

GO.

Where Prices are Lowest
for SafelOualitv

station,
morning
mile from Florence.
C. H. Favorite, a brakeman on the
freight, a resident of Pueblo, Colo.,
was the only person seriously hurt.
He is thought to be suffering with internal injuries received when he
jumped.
The other members of the train crewwhen
saved themselves by jumping
ti.ov moiiioH tiioir ibntrAr Tlwre were
fifteen passengers in the day coach,
all of whom received a severe shock.
One woman was cut on the cheek by
flying glass.
How any of them escaped death is
a mystery. The passenger train had
just left the station at Florence when
the heavy coal train came crashing
down the steep grade and onto the
main track in the path of the passenThe
ger and headed for it head-on- .
impact was such that both the tenders
of the two trains were forced into
the cab.
The engineer on the passenger
train, named Williams, had reversed
his engine when he saw the danger,
and had already started backward
down the track, but the freight train
overtook him in a moment. He stay
ed with his engine, however, and escaped with a few minor bruises.
Engineer Bryant of the freight engine jumped and saved himself.
Conductor Claude Elliott of the
freight was standing between the first
car of the train and the locomotive.
A few seconds after he jumped to
safety this car and the second in the
train jumped the track. For a distance of a half mile down the track
from the Clelland switch the right ol
way was strewn with trucks, car
wheels and timber and one small
bridge was torn from its foundation.
WAGE AGREEMENT

MADE.

has
Butte, Mont., Oct.
been received here that the two year
wage agreement between mine owners and coal miners in Montana and
northeastern Wyoming has been ratified by the referendum of the various
locals of the United Miners. Work at
all the coal mines of the state, which
was suspended October 1, was resumed today. The agreement, which provides a slight Increase in pay over the
former scale, was prepared at a meeting of the operators and miners at
Great Falls and was submitted to
them, for ratification.
SHELL EXPLODES.

The people of Santa Fe are invited to visit the Largest and
Best Jewelry Store in the City and inspect our COLPLETE
LINE of

"ALAIN" SILVER PLATED WARE

This is the Highest Grade Plated Ware on the Market, and
we carry two desirable patterns, the
DIANA AND THE BRIDE'S BOQUET.
Reliable Jeweler

H C. YONTZ.

Sao

Frncisco
Sti.et

connected with our service without
further notice.
SANTA FE WATER AND LIGHT
COMPANY.

Society Stationery The New Mexican Printing Company have on hand
and can make up promptly the latest
'forms in society stationery. The ne
size correspondence cards, etc. Or
ders taken for engraved and era
bossed work. Several lines to make
our selection from.
Let Him Know It ir you are out ol
a position, you must let the employer
know It. A want advertisement in the
ness and professional nwn in the city
and county and a great many In the
state. If you have any special talent, do not hide It under a bushel.
You cannot get up to Jate printing
material
unless you have
and faculties. The New Mexican
Printing Company has both, and a

the same time expert mechanics. Tour
orders are always assured personal at
tention- -

J

MAYES

POULTRY AND STOCK FOOD
We have our own mill run by electricity, and
can furnish pure, cleancorn chopeither coarse
medium or fine, as meal for the little chicks
We can grind any mixture that is desired o.
the different grains, such as corn, wheat, milr
let, oats, kaffir corn, bran, etc.
I 15 lb.
pkg., $ .65
"
1.20
.
30lb.
Meat
and
Green Cut Bone
100 lb. sack, 3.75
chickens
Every farmer and every family that has even a few
should have cut bone and meat to feed them. It improves
their health and makes them lay.
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.

pIltry

and veterinary remedies

PRATT'S VETERINARY

COLIC CURE.

inA famous remedy for all classes of colic, acute
has
wonderful
This
remedy
bloat.
and
digestion
a record of curing 998 cases out of 1,000. It is a
nuick. sure and reliable cure for all cases of colic.
50 cent8
price,
STORE.
GENERAL
For Sale at GORMLEY'S

PRATTS GUARANTEED

INSURANCE
Fire, Life, Accident,
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc.

REAL ESTATE
City Property, Farms,

Ranches, Orchard;,

Land

Grants,lEtc

GUARANTEED.

EGG

PRODUCER

SSSWSS

Regulator
gapes and common ailments.and Pratt's Poultry
them
into
big layfast
chicks
develops
little
grow
makes
ers. Keeps fowl healthy and in good laying condition.
Full directionsith each package, . . . Price, 25 cents
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.

n

PRATT'S ANIMAL REGULATOR
FOR HORSES.CATTLE.SHEEP,

HOGS.DAl RY COWS.&c.

Because it works directlv on the blood, bowels,
and digestive organs ot the animai; u duum up
horses, cures hog cholera in its earlymakes
nies irow auickly and fatten rapatnrt.
Idlv ! dairv cows give more milk.
Full directions on each package, . . Price, per pkg., 25 c
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.
run-dow-

n

Surety Bonds
Of

All Kinds.

Telephone 194 W Room 24

Washington, D. C, Oct 7. Eight
LAUGHLIN BUILDING,
privates of Battery F, Third United
States Field Artillery, were Injured
- NEW MEXICO
by a nremature explosion of a shell SANTA FF

JOHN HAMPEL, Proprietor.

COLORADO SALOON
AND
CIGARS.
FINE WINES, LIQUORS
Family Trade Supplied.
SANTA FE, N. M.
St.
Francisco
259 San

1
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15.0 Oally Per Ouarter, by mall
(2.50 Dally per quarter, by carrier

Weekly, per year

S1.00

Weekly, tlx months

11.25
11.60
50

"All of Today's News Today"
PHONES:
BUSINESS OFFICE 3 1 W EDITORIAL ROOMS 3 1 J
NO MALICE

Toward our neighbor, the Duke City, Santa Fe and the New Mexican have
no other feeling than that of cordial friendship and pride in regarding it
as one of the most attractive and hustling cities in the state. As a supporter
of Colonel Roosevelt and a thorough believer in him as a strong, true hearted,
brave, honest man, we felt justified in resenting a despicable slander against
him and a barefaced lie told regarding him, by a citizen of Albuquerque,
which seemed to have the sanction of a newspaper of that city. It is pleasing to know that the people of the Duke City feel humiliated and disgraced
over the incident and that the "Albuquerque spirit" does not countenance
unwarranted and libelous attacks on any American citizen. The manner in
which Mayor Sellers and Albuquerque citizens have taken hold of the matter is commendable and manly. It proves that political affiliations can be
lost sight of by the great body of citizens when honor is at sta' e, even
though now and then there is found a man or a newspaper that will stop at
nothing to defame character.

Organized in 1870.

Time Is the test of a bank's endurance and strength.
determines its adaptability to changing conditions. This bank has successfully withstood all the
country's financial and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded safety as of
the first Importance In banking, a tradition that still
rules Its policy, but the bank Is not living on Its history
but depends for Its prosperity upon adaptability to present-day
needs.
Commercial Bills discounted. Credit and Deposit Accounts opened. Letters of Credit and Drafts issued on
all Countries. Coupons collected and cashed. Stock Exchange Sales and Purchases effected.
Telegraphic
transfers of money made.
It is Important for every business house to establish
bank
banking relations with a strong, service-givinwhere credit can be had when required.
Exchange your inactive funds for our t me Certificates
of Deposit.
Confer with our officers In regard to your banking
business.
J. B. READ,
FRANK McKANE,

The Ranch of the Rockies Open the Year Round.
Beautiful Illustrated Booklet on request.

VALLEY RANCH, N. M

THE VALLEY RANCH,

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
ytar: by msll
Dally, six mentht, by mall

OF SANTA FE

Growth

President

Dally, per

BANK

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

General Manager

William F. Brogan

Vice-Preside- nt.

The Oldest Bank in the State.

The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
Branson M. Cutting;

L. A. HUGHES,

THE FIRST NATIONAL

Published Dally
English Weekly
Spanish Weekly

Charles M. Stauffer
J.Wight Glddlngs

J. PALEN,
President.

R.

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Pe Postoffice

The Saata Fe New Mexican
The New Mexican Review
El Nuevo Mexlcano.

7, 1912.

I
give tu the conductor
th
tickut which I
around
trip
rnnu Tun
bot offen Mr, Lootz, by heck.
'"side
"They wue a smart dressed feller
on th train who wus a wantin tu fix
up a pole fer a hay vote en he showed
me sum figgurs which he sea tu me,
Dos Canones Viejcn. Uncle Tom?
he ses, wus fer Roosefelt en he askEl Chanate del Condado de San ed me, who I wus fur but I ses tu myself, I ses, sea I, maybe es how he
Que no?
Miguel.
es one ov them newspaper fellers whut
Will the gentleman from Dona Ana es a tryln tu git Bomethin about me
thet es not so en so I ses tu him I ses,
yield for a question?
I am not
agoin tu tell yu, gol darn it
Them two old cannon have not en thet'a a fac, by heck.
came yet.
"When wfc got tu Albukurk, they
wus a feller abeatin some chimes
which they said wus tu show yu thu
way tu th eatin house but I ses tu my
self, I ses, ses I, I will furst size up
the situashun befur I hev et anything.
I hev
sequred fur myself, a room et
th Alvardo en I hev a nother room
nigh onto it in which tu take a bath
sc I am fixed up alright. I will write
tu yu som more ov th fair tomorrer
es I shall hev aeen sum more by thet
time en of yu see Bomethin In th papers ov me which es not true I hope
yu will not pay no attenshun until I
hev got back en thet yu will not let
them fellers Influense yu so es I kin
not git thet post offus at Tesukee, by
heck."

I

I

HbmAHUS

look away onct when

Ik

THE PIPE GRANDAD SMOKED.

cal special train and put up at the
request of the manager of the tour,
Professor Davis of Harvard. It was
unfortunate that the geographers did
not think to take enough lunch for

and it was regret-abl- e
that the drivers themselves did
not take some food along, but the
ladies who made the arrangements
for the tea were hardly expected to
provide lunches for the Santa Feafis."
Far be1 it from the Bystander or
any member of the New Mexican staff
ever to reflect discredit on the ladies
of Santa Fe who are always known
to take hold of any public enterprise
with a willingness and ability that is
not excelled anywhere in the whole
country, and who are noted for their
patriotic spirit.
I have looked carefully through the
Bystander's remarks on the lunch
proposition, and am unable to see
where directly or indirectly, in the re- motest degree, any allusion is made
to the good ladles of Santa Fe.
There Is an old saying, "If clothes
do not fit do not put them on." Ordinarily ladies are exceedingly careful about the fit of their always charming gowns, and I cannot but feel surprised that any lady of Santa Fe
should hasten to put on a suit that
was clearly a poor fit as the one relative to the geographical lunch.
However, It is a past incident. The
savants had their feed at the railroad
expense and everyone else got left,
the drivers and Prof. Hewett, as
well, who had a handout of half an
egg from somewhere.
The lessoh drawn from the commu
nication handed the Bystander seems
to be that the ladies of Santa Fe did
not furnish the Tesuque lunch and
that hereafter, when the boys are
drafted to drive city guests about the
city or elsewhere for a day's excursion
they might fare better if they furnish'
ed their own 1(jnchf lf they do not
want t0 g0 imngry.
their

auto-driver-

g

s

Assistant Cashier.

Cashier.

FOUR PER CENT

(4) Per Annum Interest Paid on TIME DEPOSITS

ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,
EDDY
DELQADO,

PROPRIETOR.

MANUFACTURER

i

OF

Balleta Blankets, Rugs, Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
and Mexican Designs, Heavy Rugs made of Native
Wool with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc.

Both Native and Germantown Wool Used.
Send for Price List and Full Information.

119 Don

Caspar Avenue.

THE
PALACE
SANTA FE, N.
M.

Albukurk, N. M., Oct. 6. "Dear
(Bill P. Brogan.)
Old
Mister Catron," writes
the
out of clay and he
was
made
It
MABSON & MENDENHALL, Proprietors.
LET HER HUN
Codger, "Wat I hev tuk a chance on laid it away by the clock on the fire
dolls.
She
them newspaper fellers a writin about
Your little girl is hunched up on the floor playing with her
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.
AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN.
old
shelf. It was grand-dad'- s
She is happy and, being nappy rre and I hev kum down here tu th place
is unconscious of the world of grown-ups- .
he
had
but
been
and
it
ripe
pipe
long
she hums. Perhaps you are trying to read some exposition of the tariff or fair. I am a exhibitin a three leg treasured it more
LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
every day. But
some other intricate subject, as analyzed in a speech reported in your paper. chickun en a six leg calf fer Mister
will be boys with their troubles
boys
Frank Owen, admishun ten cents
Perhaps the little girl distracts your attention.
and joys and they saw the old pipe
But let her hum!
ladies in fer nuthin, at th State fair on
the shelf. He napped o'er his
European Rate, $1.00 and up,
I
soon
so
which
ov
all
is
will
week
that
be
th
here
and
Don't for all the world disturb her. She
enjoying
old pipe they took,
book
while
the
ef you see somethin in thu paper
she will never enjoy again freedom from care.
American Plan, $2.50 and up,
and they hied them away to the barn.
After a bit she will be a merry school girl, but there will always be in about me which es not so, I hope yu
tne
for
well
His
noys
tobacco Jar too,
the distance the worry about tomorrow's lessons. She will in time be a will await until I hev got back so es it
knew, where he kept the home cured
blushing school graduate, but marring her perfect joy will be the wonder will not keep me frum a getting thet he
smoked, and they filled the old
TRY UNCLE SAM.
about what life is to hold for her.
post offus out tu Tesukee which I am
pipe so mellow and ripe and they
Our business methods are constantShe will be a happy bride, but there will steal in the chilling thought a candyate fer.
smoked for the first time that day. ly undergoing a change, and usually
with or
of what sorrows may come.
Rooms en
"Wal I am agoin tu tell yu ov my
awoke, the old pipe for the better. I notice this in one
She will be a contented mother, rocking her babe to rest, but visions trip down tu Albukurk fer I hev hed When grand-daLocal and Long Distance Telephones in
was broke and he missed it the very particular and it seems to me an imwill arise of diseases that may strike down her dearest.
sum trip gol darn it an I hev been
first thing. The boys when "to bed, provement.
rooms. Hot and cold
Always, as one grows, new responsibilities, new tasks, new worries. agoin sum. When I
got onto the train each almost half dead, while grandSo let your little girl hum now.
I hed a
in
custom
become
the
at
has
It
two
Fee,
quite
Santy
way ticket
electric lights.
0
the wood- Santa Fe for collectors to set out on
which I bought offen Mister Lootz et dad pretty near cried. Tofound
their
next
the
shed
boys
day,
I
th depo before
the first of the month, a dozen or
LARGE. FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.
got onto th train. I way, and grand-daFAIR WEEK
sternly went too.
This is the week of the big fair. It is New Mexico's festival season, when ses tu Mister Lootz, I ses, ses I, I With a good old time gad he whaled more, and go after the monthly bills.
The New Mexican, sometime since,
we all tret toeether and boost for our state, and show to the outside world want tu git me a ticket fer Albukurk
every lad, but the old pipe they could
that we are entitled to belong to the proud sisterhood and have those great en he ses tu me, he ses, ses he, do yu not restore. Long years have since set the example of mailing bills. It
seems the best method. It gives the
and enduring assets which have been gradually forcing themselves upon the want a ticket1 which is around trip. I
in
lasts, the old merchant or man of business an opses tu him,
ses, ses I, ef yu air a passed butgrand-da- memory
notice of the people of our vast country.
He
once
has
had.
pipe that
I
Year by year the fair has grown in size, importance and interest, until trying tu makeI fun ov me, ses, ses I, left this sad vale but the welts of portunity to check up and if a man
will not buy me no
intends to pay he will do it on a noti'
now we would willingly invite comparison with the states of the east that gol darn it,
5ANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
that whale, are proof that he lived
I
have been holding fairs for years back. This has been brought about by ticket, ses, Ises I, frum th Santy Fee while he lived. And memory brings fication by mail as quicly as by nobut
tu
railroad
will
MexNew
th
go
tice by a collector.
constant, loyal, intelligent effort.
HOME
I
among other things, once again the
I
Of course, a corporation like the
Albuquerque is entitled to great credit and the people of the state ico ICentral, ses, tu him, ses, ses I, old pipe on the shelf. But even today,
an will go tu Albukurk. He ses tu
should show their appreciation.
comtac- water and light or telephone
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
me, he ses, ses he, I am not a makin those same lads so gay, wouldn't
pany is expected to do their work
Mayor Sellers and the fair committee back of him, have let no chance fun ov
as
that.
a
kle
ripe
pipe
and
New
whut's
more
In the
yu
th
trick
a
missed
not
have
and
feature
some
to
attractive
be
to
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
seems
collector.
a
add
It
go by,
through
Mexico Central does not go tu Albuthe only sure method, but the ordiCentral Location.
game.
kurk. He ses tu me, he ses, around
nary bills, it seems, can be as effecThe gates of the Duke City are open wide; the hand of good fellowship
THE BYSTANDER
is
a
tickut
can
thet yu
trip tickut,
THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.
Large Sample Rooms.
is extended to every citizen of New Mexico; the invitation is warm and ccme
tually collected through the medium
back on also so I ses tu him I
SEES IT
In
as
Sam
other
Uncle
of
way.
any
hearty and the entertainment offered will be a matter of pride to our people.
ses I, thet's whut I want, I ses, by
We should show our appreciation of what has been done and all go to the ses,
Business is based on confidence
heck. En so I hed around trip tickut
fair.
Without it there could not
anyway.
I
tu
which
LOOKED BAD.
Albukurk
ef do not lose it
be
and the whole strucbusiness,
any
Albuquerque has shown all through the preliminary arrangements the
I have had several citizens speak in
en outer my pocket es good fer tu kum
ture stands on the honesty of one fel"Albuquerque spirit," the spirit of hustle and boost and enthusiastic
es
on
on
home
of
well
on.
tu
the
exhibition
the
as
depreciation
go
low toward another. If a man does
deavor. It ought to be contagious. Kvery citizen ot Aew Mexico snoum
"I was surpris tu fin, when I hed school grounds all day yesterday. It not
become inoculated with it, and accept the cordial invitation to be at the
intend to pay he will stand off a
was
not becoming nor pleasing.
got on the train fer Lamee, thet
fair.
collector as quickly as he will ignore
more
While
is
the
Sabbath
becoming
It
host.
en
mister
mister Haines wus
quigley
The Duke City has always proven a generous and hospitable
the presentation of a bill through the
en complete charge ov thet whole and more a day of recreation, appar- channels
will hold to Its reputation this week.
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
of the mail. A deadbeat is
are
there
a good many people
train which shows they hev got th ently,
Let's all go to the fair.
a
him
deadbeat
and
put
you
anywhere
com0
complete confidense ov a great rail- who retain a regard for the ten
are entitled to lf he sets out to skin an individual
mandments, and
To say that a lie was circulated in one state because it was not thought road like th Santy fee railroad. Them some consideration.they
or a firm he will pull the stunt off,
it would be known of in another, can scarcely be classed as a defense or as a two fellers, with brass buttons on
I do not know just what the regu- no matter how you try to get at him.
such.
as
hev
sure
a
it
classifies
thur
coats,
got
great
I had this matter called to my atten"manly apology," even though Dan Grant's paper
r
the
on themselves but I see by lations are regarding the
MOULTON-ESP- E
Judging from the feeling that has been engendered in the state where the
tion by a Santa Fe business man, and
COMPAN Y
I
at
school
the
gymnasium
grounds.
th way they run thet train thet they
lie was published, it seems but just that Mr. Pierce should tell through
to
as
it
me
like
sensible
a
know
appealed
this
the
school
that
high
Morning Journal, who wus fully cababubbl of a handlin it.
columns of his defender, Dair Grant's Albuquerque
I record it herewith.
A
-ine peopie warn iu kuu, When we got tu Lamee, I ses thet they grounds are now among the pretty suggestion
SANTA FE, N. M
QENERAL AGENTS.
the "man" was who perpetrated the huge jest.
is a sacred obligation, and
debt
owed,
in
are
If
Fe.
Santa
Albuspots
of
going
they
citizens
the
that
hev a eating house thur at which
aud it is right that they should know. It is right
to be thrown open ou any day to an Ought to be paid when attention is
note- fer ten cents
yu kin git yu a ham
querque should be told who the wit was who was the author of the
unrestrained crowd of all sizes and called to it, as quickly by mailed
I
no delay."
of
will
admit
is
not
matter
is
but
a
that
ham.
much
"It
they
worthy jest.
0
went up tu Tom Hanna's store like ages, to tramp over the grass, break statement as by personal presentafor
General
THF M3UHAi!lC MFN"
the tree branches, and act like a lot tion of a bill.,
HALL & HALL,
LIFE INS. CO.
mcii, the relianceAgents
It is a little amusing to read in the editorial columns of standpat papers whut I uster do befur they wus a of
will not be any
of Pittsburg, Pa., writing tbe most liberal Life Insurance Contracts,
there
hoodlums,
and
,
when
Pflueg-erhouse
the
eatin
thur
of
mister
and
envelope,"
are
pay
we
"big
of the "great prosperity"
having,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
The Ocean Accident & Guarantee Corporation
he run thet store, en I ses tu mis- beauty left after a few weeks of oc
o?2!P
then in the adjoining paragraph to see a protest against the rise in the
of the Interior.
I
Department
coal.
in
cupation.
advance
billty, Plate Glass and Automobile Insurance.
another
ter Hanna, ses, ses I, give tu me,
price of beef and eggs, and a wild shriek against
V. S. Land Office at Santa Fe,
in the a can ov sardines en a box of aody
The Equitable Surety Company ot st- Yesterday's performance was not a
SSJST' ot Surety
They say Taft brings the "prosperity." Then he must have a hand
New Mexico, Sept 20, 1912.
other affair, too. They' both belong to the economic field. If Taft can make crackers fur I do not like tu go inter credit to Santa Fe.
CAPITAL CITY
GENERAL AGENTS
Notice is hereby given that Toribio
HALL & HALL KOOM21,BaNKBLDG.
I am in favor of recreation.
I like
the sun shine and the rain to fall and the crops yield heavily, then he ought that eatin house fer I do not like these
the
and
who
skycoal
of
elevated
the
New
Gonzales,
on
Pecos,
Mexico,
the soaring beef,
new fangled eatin houses but mister to see the young folks have all the fun
to be able to get a hold
rocket eggs. It seems as if it ought to work both ways.
quigley en mister hainea they went there is coming. The fact is, the aver- on August 26, 1907, made Homestead
for Lots
up tu the eatin house en they wus a age man does not get recreation application, No.
Don't eatin thur like
A Cincinnati woman says she married a man without a fault.
MEXICO
they wus use tu it all enough, anyway, but it seems as if 1 and 2, Section 6 and Lot 4, Section
even lose his temper when his collar button rolls under the bureau? Don't their lives, en thet's a fat by heck. there should be some restriction to it 5, Township 16 N., Range 12 E., N. M.
murmur disagreeable things when trying to button a yard or two down her En while I wus a waitin fer th train within the center of the residence sec P. Meridian, has filed notice of IntenR0SWELL, NEW MEXICO.
proof, to estabhack with buttons the size of No. eight shot? Smiles when he finds his ter Albukurk, mister haines he sea tu tion of any city and especially on pub- tion to make
to
lish
claim
the
will
above
land
I
he
described,
lic property.
'The West Point of the Southwest.
yankj me ne seg wnur air ye agoin tu en
socks with a hole for his hie toe. Well, well! Some Sunday
before Reslster and Receiver, U. S.
the lace curtains aside with the force and motion of pulling on a hawser, to ses am agoin tu Aioukurk tu exhibit
if, in the judgment of our school
Land Office, at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
Ranked as "Distinguished
let in all th-- j sunshine there is out cf doors, so he can reaa me ounuaj et th state far, fer mister Owens, a board it is deemed wise to permit the on
the 8th day of November, 1912.
three leg chicken en a six leg calf en open air gymnasium to be free to oc
" by the U S.
Institution
paper, and the:, there'll be a shattered idol in thai Cincinnati home
Claimant names
as witnesses:
0
he ses tu me he ses, ef mister Owen cupation on the Sabbath, it seems as
War
manCresDepartment.
don't fix thet thur leakin fire plug en if it would be wise to have some one Emilio Gonzales, Pedro Rivera,
Of course, Theodore Roosevelt is too well known for his splendid
Located In tbe beautiful Pecos
hood, to be affected by a lie perpetrated even obscurely and only intended front ov my residence, I will not hev in authority to take charge and over tmo Rivera, Enrique ' Rivera, all of
Valley.3,700 feet above sea level,
for circulation in a certain community, but the lie was so palpably injurious nothin tu do with him no more, he see the continuous performance, and Pecos, New Mexico.
sunshine every day. Onen ulr
MANUEL R. OTER,
to Albuquerque that there is little wonder that the citizens there are ses, en yu can tell him he ses, thet I put Borne kind of a check on. Un
work throughout the entire sesRegister.
hev sed It, he ses tu me, he sea, by bridled license in a matter of that
aroused.
sion.
Conditions for physical
n
heck.
kind is liable to cause both damage
and mental development are
It
husband.
a
of
You
secret
cannot
date
to
the
has
managing
solved
woman
A Los Angeles
printing
get up
IDEAL such as cannot be found
"I wus a lookln frum th window ov and injury. If scenes of yesterday
is not to bombard him with questions when he comes nome laie ai nigni. th train tu Albukurk which kum along are enacted weekly, it will be but a unless you have up to date material
elsewhere In America. Fouras
as
sort
New
Mexican
and facilities.
The
teen officers and instructors, all
piuows.
What missies would she use, one wonders. Surely nothing
short
time
when
will
smart
there
mister
whut
Haines
not
very
after
righ
0
graduates from standard Ea stPrinting company has both, and at
be
our
now
to
ov
me
attracwe
ses
tu
es
mister
left
en
any
beauty
owens,
Ten buildings,
ern colleges.
tbe same time expert mechanics.
Dr. Wood Hutchinson says "the stomach Is geared for a continuous per- went
modern in every respect.
they wus a lot ov feller tive school grounds, nor any utility to Tour orders are always assured performance." The performance becomes almost insufferable at times, we a fixin past
the
th tracks en they had a han
performing apparatus.
sonal attention.
have noticed. Maybe that's when the gear slips.
Regents :
Don't you think there should be
car asettin on th groun, en they waved
0
E. A. CAHOON. President.
tu me en I waved tu them, real friend- some sort of restriction?
J. E.. RHEA,
If you use embossed stationery, you
Dr. Wiley says an oyster suffers when eaten raw. We don't remember
I
wus
like
heck.
a tryln tu
,by
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
can do no better than place your orever hearingit holler, even though we admit that it had a license, as it was ly
'
count th telegram poles es we went
JOHN W. POK, SeoretaryT"
DIDN'T DO IT..
der with the New Mexican Printing
getting a raw deal.
W. A. F1NLAY.
0- along but th gol darn train wus a
The following letter wa3 handed In Company, prices will be quoted upon
'
so fast thet I hed a hard job on
Our styles and forms are
For particulars and illustrated catarequest
Even cousin Bill Taft is becoming right fiery. "If they won't stand by runnin
Saturday:
I will give tu yu th result of th
"The Bystander is requested by a strictly up to date.
logue, address.
the ticket, throw them out of the party!'' he says. We may yet see Bill but
count
which Is 9,462 frum Kennedy tu Santa Fe lady to state that the lunchBteam
the
roller.
personally engineering
C0L.JAS. W.WILLSON,Sapt
-- oAlbukurk fur I did not start tu count es put up for the geographers were
It Is
Work for the New Mexican.
An eastern paper says: "We don't hear that the Taft strength is wan until Kennedy but I am not shure thet not Santa Fe material. They were working for you, for Santa Fe and
I
hev got all ov them fur I hed tu from the dining car of the geographi- - the new state
ing. No, it has' already waned.
0

.

Meals, 50 Cents.
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without private bath.
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Wants

COL TWITCHELL
CALLS A MEETING

The Cook's
Best Friend

Even in its early stages Catarrh is a most distressing complaint,
To the Members of the New Mexico
known by its symptoms of stuffy ieeling in the head and nose, roaringbe-in
Good Roads Association:
FOR SALE Two story residence on
mucus in the throat, difficult breathing, etc. When the blood
I have been requested to call a the ears,
matter the inflammation extends Falace avenue. Lot (10x240 feet. 0. C
catarrhal
with
comes
polluted
thoroughly
meeting of the association, to be held to fhfe bronchial tubes, causing hoarseness and often an aggravating cough, Watson & Co.
at Albuquerque, October ft, 1912. Many the stomach is affected,
resulting in dyspepsia, loss of appetite, and grad
reasons not to be given in detail in
Wanted a competent girl for houseall tne mucous memoranes onne Dooy dccoiuc
ually
d
blood disease work in small family. Apply S. New
this call, make it necessary and im
diseased. Catarrh is a
and must be treated constitutionally; it i3 beyond Mexican office.
perative that such a meeting be held.
Matters of vital importance to New
the reach of local treatment. Only temporary relief
Mexico in the matter of transcontican ever be had from the use of sprays, washes, etc.
FOR RENT
Nicely furnished
S. S. S. cures Catarrh by cleansing the blood of all southeast room,
nental highways, should be consider
convenmodern
buildsame
time
the
mattet
at
and
ed at the meeting. The American
iences. 114 Johnson street.
impure catarrhal
the
into
down
Automobile association, a powerful
ing up the entire system. It goes
circulation and removes all impurities. Then as
FOR SALE National Cash Reg
factor in good roads building- and sethrough the body, ister two drawers practically new.
pure, nourishing blood circulates
lecting of transcontinental highways,
the inflamed membranes heal, all discbarges cease O. C. Watson & Co.
I have been informed, lias taken offof
Catarrh
and
passes away. Don't neglect Catarrh; cure
symptom
every
icial action eliminating New Mexico
done. Book on Catarrh and any medical
us
have
thousands
S.
S.
S.
with
it
and Arizona entirely from the routes
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room
free.
advice
SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CA.
SWIFT
TM
Inand highways to be used in
up stairs over Andrews' store.
travel. This action, if true,
quire of Chas. Ballard at Andrews'
store.
by so powerful an association, has become a matter of great concern to all
TYPEWRITERS.
the citizens, property owners and
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired, New
business men of New .Mexico and
platens furnished. Ribbons and sui
Arizona.
plies. Typewriters sold, exchangee
The laws of New Mexico relativo
and rented. Standard makes handled.
to roads and highways should be re
New York, Oct. 7. Discerning per lation of the gambling laws that will All repair work and typewriters guarmodeled in many particulars. The
sons
at the gangplank of the Kron call for official action.
anteed. Santa Fe Typiwriter
Exannual road tax is one of great interCecelie noticed the extreme
Prinzessin
When asked by a New York Ameri- change. Phone 231.
est and seems to be serving to mili- flatness of the coiffures
worn
can reporter if he intends to exclude
tate against the building of good of the' women who descendedby tomany
the
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
roads, rather than aiding in the for- dock. They wore their hair in tight the visitor as "an undesirable," he Department of the
Interior,
to
immithe
of
the
pointed
provisions
mation of a proper public opinion, as loops,
U. S. Land Office at
allowing either only the tiniest
to the necessity and expense
inci bit of the ears to show or none at all. gration act, but made no comment be
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 12, 1912.
yond declaring that he was ready to
dent to our highways. In my judg On hunting up Lady
Notice is hereby given that Reyes
act
information
would
which
upon
any
ment a committee should be appoint among those under the "G"
placard on show that Prince D'Aragon came Valencia, of Kennedy, N. M., who, on
ed at once charged with the prepara the
pier the reason was learned.
within their scope. The prince was April 12th, i909, made Homestead
tion of a bill to be submitted to the
"You must now dress," the harbing- the fiance for a time of Miss Mary Entry No. 095i9 f
NE
Section
ensuing session of our state legisla er of fashion said, "as though you Duke of the rich tobacco
24, Township 13 N., Range 8 E., N. M.
family.
the
all
road
ture, remodeling
public
were a poor woman. You mustn't
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inWilliam Wilmoth, assistant to the
and highway laws of this state. These show that you're rich. The 'tomboy'
to make Final Three Year
Rev.
O. Hall, rector of the tention
Dr.
Frank
matters should be discussed at the style is all in vogue. You can say
to establish claim to the land
Proof,
Divine
Paternity, Universalist church, above
meeting of the association and it if that simplicity is the note in present has decided
described, before Harry C. Kin-selto go upon the stage. No
hoped that every member will find it fashions. The hair is worn just as
U. S. Commissioner, at Stanley,
is
interest
shown
the
particular
by
convenient to be present, and thai tight to the head as it is possible to
N. M., on the 4th day of November,
he will also solicit the attendance of dress it. False ha;" is quite gone Reverend Doctor Hall, who is in 1912.
of one of the richest churches
Claimant names
every good road enthusiast in the out. The object is to make the head charge
as witnesses:
in New York, at Seventy-sixtstreet
look as small as possible."
community where he resides.
and Central park, West. Doctor Hall Polito Hoybal, of Kennedy, N. M.;
Outlined as above stated, a meeting
raid that in Paris paid: "It is true that Mr.
Lady
Wilmoth Julian Romero, of Kennedy, N. M.;
of the association is imperatively de- she saw a gown that was split up In
lias decided to try to make a career Abalino Valencia, of Kennedy, N. M.,
manded and in accordance with the front to show the knees and also in
and Trinidad Martinez, of Hyer, N. M,
upon the stage. He was my assistant,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
request which has been preferred, is back to show the contour of the knees. but he was
my personal assistcalled to meet at Albuquerque, New It was generally admitted among the ant. He hadonly
Register.
been studying for the
Mexico, at ten o'clock a. in. on Octo passengers that the best dressed wobut he had never been orministry,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
man aboard, according to the
ber 9th, 1912.
dained as a minister. He felt a call
No. 09703.
R. E. .TWITCHELL,
idea, was Elsie De Wolfe.
for the stage and I have absolutely
When Prince Ludovic Pignatelli nothing to
Department of the Interior, TJ. S.
President
his action." Land
say
regarding
Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept.
D'Aragon, who is on his way to this
A somewhat alarming wireless mes24, 1912.
MR. AND MRS. TAFT
country, arrives in New York he will
was received from the Kron
Notice is hereby given that E.
TOUR NEW ENGLAND. fana a cnonlnt inflllirv Iw tlie nnmlTlis- - sage
Cecelie previous to its
Leonard, of Santa Fe, N. M., who
sioner of immigration to determine PrinMssIn
r va'
on April 20, 1909, made Homestead
mBor not he shaU be admitted.
task,f
Dalton, Mass., Oct. 7. The Presi1
lat
rank Miller be sent
Entry No. 0970:!, for Lots 1, 2, 3, 4,
dent and Mrs. Taft, after spending Commissioner Williams refused today !l
B!
quarantine. The message was Sec. 2, Lot 1, Sec. 3, Township 16 N.,
a
is
It
to
action.
his
state
of
here
at
the
home
United
probable
Sunday
I Range 9 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
Cordon Bennett
States Senator Murray Crane left to- fact, however, that he had received in- - B,fine?
wu3 icaicu mi. ueuumi WUO 1X1, UUL filed notice of intention to make
day on the second stage of their six formaton regarding Prince D'Aragon's- Doctor Miller proved to be a veterinProof, to establish claim to the
day automobile tour of New England. expulsion from France because of vio- ary and the
patient was Mr. Bennett's land above described, before Register
Pekinese dog, which was suffering or Receiver, U. S Land Office, Santa
from a severe attack of tonsilitis.
Fe, New Mexico, on the 15th day ot
George J. Gould and family, Mrs. A. November, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
J. Drexel, Jr., and Miss Edith Drexel
have returned from London, where
George S. Tweedy, Charles A.
,
T. P. Delgado, Damasio
they attended the christening of the
all of Santa Fe, N. M.
infant daughter of Lord and Lady
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Albuquerque, N. M., Oct. 7. Good tains national aid. Beside this, the Decies. Lady Decies was formerly
Roads day at the state fair bids fair first road to receive national aid will Vivien Gould. Representative Richard
Register.
to overshadow the former 'big day' of have the assistance of a fund raised Bartholdt, James Gordon Bennett and
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
manufacturers Glenn H. Curtiss, the aviator, were
Good by the automobile
all fairs, Albuquerque Day.
Sealed
Roads day will be attended not alone which will amount to more than
proposals will be received
on
notable
among other
passengers
This fund is to be one per board the Kron Prinzessin.
here
by the County Commissioners of
by all the people who will be
anyway to attend the state fair, but cent of the gross receipts of all Am
Sir Thomas Lipton is expected to Santa Fe County, New Mexico, up to
by hundreds of others who will come erican automobile manufacturers and leave England for a visit to this coun- twelve o'clock noon, Tuesday, the 8th
iu for that one day to aid in the work will amount possibly to more than
try. His trip is to be merely a vaca- day of October, 1912, for furnishing
of securing a national highway's pas- $15,000,000. A conservative estimate tion
outing and he has written that all materials for one bridge to be built
U $10,000,000.
sage across New Mexico.
he will not discuss yachting or the at the Arroyo Atascoso, near the
New Mexico already
lies on the
Efforts will be made at the meeting American cup while on this side. He Town of Galisteo, New Mexico.
on will
of the Good Roads association
All the material and work shall be
route of the accepted
spend a few days in New York
route, the
highway, Good Roads Day to prevent any north- and then go on to Canada, later visit- furnished and done In accordance
but unless strenuous action is taken ern state taking New Mexico's place ing San Francisco, Denver and St. with plans and specifications made by
al once, if is likely that the first along the highway. New Mexico has Louis, with possibly a side trip to the the Midland Bridge company of Kanroute to receive national aid will be the scenery, the historic interest, the south.
sas City, Missouri, on file in the office
climate and the material for the roads,
one far to the north.
A cable message calling upon Bulga- of the County Clerk at Santa Fe,
The boosters of the northern route which qualifications are not found in rians and Macedonians in' this coun- where thoy may be seen and examinIt is up try to return home was
have raised a fund of $400,000 for the her most active opponents.
posted at the ed.
purpose of getting the first national to the people of the state to show headquarters of the Macedonian-BulgariaEach bid must be accompanied by
highway through their section of the the opponents of the national highway
a certified check in the sum of ten
on
street.
Morris
organization
New Mexico idea that there Is something to be had
country, and unless
The message was signed by the presi- per cent of the amount of bid.
awakens to the need for action and here that cannot be had elsewhere.
Parties desiring so to do, may also
dent of the central committee of Sofia
necesis
do
To
action
this, united
gets into the game with all her weight
submit
as
plans and prices of their own,
and
read
follows.;
there will be nothing left but regrets. sary, and to secure unity of action
the
and
Board of Commissioners reMace
all
and
"Send
Bulgarians
The prestige of being on the route of and effort, the citizens of the state are
serves the right to reject any and
the first national highway will have urged to take an active part in the donians to Bulgaria."
all bids or to accept any bid made
gone, have been lost to some other events of Good Poads day, including
in their judgment is for the best
that
HAVE
ROBBERS
Good
Roads
community, and it will be years before the meeting of the State
New
County,
BAD LUCK TWICE. Interest of Santa Fe
road ob association.
a second
Mexico.
JOSE ORTIZ Y PINO,
Enid, Okla., Oct. 7. Three robbers
Chairman.
blew
in
the
state
safe
the
early today
WORKING
Attest: M. O. ORTIZ, Clerk.
bank of Kremlin, 10 miles north of
here, and wrecked the bank fixtures,
but were frightened away before they PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO SECTION 5, ARTICLE 21 OF THE
obtained any loot. Two hours later
CONSTITUTION
OF NEW
three men believed to be the same
MEXICO.
trio, entered Douglas, 18 miles southJOINT RESOLUTION NO. G.
blew the safe in
east, on a hand
deep-seate-
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AkwrtoBK Letter

Duff-Gordo-

l,

RECEIVED HIGHEST AWARDS
World's Pure Food Exposition, Chicago, Illinois.
Paris Exposition, France, March, 1912.

h

Duff-Gordo-

you cforj'f save money icAen uou 6uu cAeao or n
bakine torder. Don't be mislead. But Calumet.
It's more economical more wholesome gives beat results. Calumet is far superior to sour milk and soda.
bie-ca-

.

NEWS OF THE STATE
mi;

STAFF THANKS
MR. STAPLIN

Duff-Gordo- n

The following letter,
hundred teams every day hauling ore
calls forth from the goners most
to Las Cruces for shipment. Las
cordial thanks to Mr. Frank Staplin.
Cruces Democrat.
No, the
MISSED HIM.
apples will not be here
Deputies Tom Moore and T. C. Tab-ne- r Thanksgiving, but thanksgiving will
of the local sheriff's office who be given for them long 'ere that
three officers from feast day, and when that famous and
accompanied
Globe, Ariz., Saturday in a search on historic day arrives we will all be
Bear creek for an escaped fugitive giving thanks that the "cruel war is
FREJOLES BACK NUMBER.
from justice by the name of Eusebio over," and that such a man as RooseSeveral of the farmers around Levy Arvjso, returned
their velt has been chosen president of the
Monday,
TO
have heen putting in wheat the past search being fruitless. The Arizona United States, when railroad rates GOOD
two weeks. Wheat is fast taking the officers left Tuesday on their return and opportunities will be opened for
place of the old bean crop. Among the to Globe. They found traces of the the people.
most progressive farmers "frejoles" fugitive but the bird had flown, preFollowing is the explanatory letwill soon be a crop of the past and the sumably for Mexico. Arviso is
ter:
Jts
killing two deputy sheriffs
October 1, 1912.
place. Wagon Mound Pantagraph.
near Globe last week and a reward Messrs. Giddings, Brogan and Stauf-- i
of $500 is offered for his arrest. Arfer, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
THE RIGHT VIEW.
viso it is thought would be likely to
Dear Friends We are sending you
A man who thought he was In the come back to Grant
county, he
today by prepaid express a box of
real estate business in Elk county, been born four miles north of having
Silver Northern Spy apples with the complicommission
man
a
for
sued another
City on the Silver ranch. Silver ments of the Enterprise.
These are
on a land deal. The defendant proved
City
Enterprise.
the best variety which San Juan counthat the plaintiff never carried .an adSUCCESSFUL FIELD DAY.
ty produces, and better than any vavertisement in the local paper as a
When Old Sol climbed up above the riety any other county can produce,
real estate man,, nor had any printed
battlements of Mount Carrizozo (no josh.) They reach their best
cards or letterheads. The jury took rocky
Friday morning he had a smile on his about Thanksgiving time, but of
the view that a man who did not adbenign countenance that would have course, we do not anticipate that
vertise was not a real estate man and been
a winner for a candidate for these will ever reach their best, but
Re
Raton
found for the defendant
any office. And it didn't rub off for we do hope that they will reach San
porter.
the whole of the two days of festivi ta Fe. A committee of local
people
ties. It was certainly
will take an exhibit to the state fair
NEVER BETTER.
Boreas laid down somewhere in the at
Albuquerque, not a very large or
Supervisor Don P. Johnston, of the brush over
peak, and all general one because the railroads up
Gila national forest, returned last that was seenbyorNogal
a
was
of
him
heard
this way refuse to give rates on eithweek from a trip overland to Clifton,
gentle breeze just enough to temper
Ariz., where he went "on official busi- the sun's rays. Perfect all around. er exhibits or to passengers, but they
will take along enough to show a
ness. Mr. Johnston states that the Of course,
nobody expected anything
range throughout all the country tra- else, but it's worth noting that Lin- sample of what we have. Have no
more time to waste writing to you
versed is in finer condition than he coln
county weather and Lincoln coun- fellows about horticulture
as I have
has seen it for many years. That
Carare
in
accord.
ty
people
perfect
to get busy roasting Bull Moosers, ongrama grass can be seen going to rizozo News.
seed Is one of the indications of the
ly have another month to work on
PIE DAY SUCCESSFUL.
condition of the range which is unthem now, and am going to make up
in
is
1912,
28,
September
Saturday,
for lost time and lay up for the fuusual enough to be worthy of com- a class
by itself. Pumpkin Pie Day
ment. Silver City Independent.
could be summed up ir. the following ture both.
Yours with trimmings,
few words: "A perfect day and a
NOTHING UNUSUAL.
GIRLS.
AMERICA'S PRETTIEST
FRANK STAPLIN.
success."
perfect
A passenger on the train passing
fine one. We couldn't
a
was
The
day
through from Hermanas, having heard have done better than the weather
something of the Soldiers on the bor- clerk, even if we had picked it out WILD ANIMAL
der, owing to the troubles In Mexico, ourselves. One unheard of thing in
SHOW HERE
was agitated for a few minutes when our
was that the specials
experiences,
a
O
ranch, seeing
OCTOBER 15
passing the Mashed
arrived on time scheduled.
large fire and many men. The pasin
the
as
The
published
program
senger thought the "nesters" had Mail of two weeks ago was carried
Advance Agent Wm. K. Peck was
gathered to protect their families. A out to the letter, with a few extras in town today to make arrangements
hearty laugh was enjoyed on being
thrown in for good measure, and all for the Al. G. Barnes Wild Animal
informed that it was simply one or the
Show to give two performances here
regular events started on time.
the incidents of cowboy life during Maxwell
on Tuesday, October 15.
In a few
Mall.
time.
round up
Deruing Headlight.
CLIPPER LIKES HIM.
days the publicity car will arrive and
John H. Hicks, the cattle man ap- further advertise this peerless attracMINE WORK BEGUN.
It is not the old time circus
on the streets of Cuervo last tion.
peared
A meeting of the Organ Mountain
with a force of men and with its many tiresome serial acts but
Monday
Mining company was held last week teams and proceeded to put the the biggest and best wild animal
and arrangements completed for the streets in better condition. A lot of show which has ever visited this
L
Wi'-v'"-:
commencement of active work at a rubbish was removed from the streets, vicinity. It includes every animal
to
be
The
date.
property
very early
gullies filled up and one gully bridg- - known to the kingdom of wild beasts,
opened was formerly known as the
performing feats which fall little
uuo
short of impossible. To gain some
aiepnenson neuuen imue, m
Mr.
Hicks
were
We
informed
by
been closed down for some time on
he has been appointed road and idea of the enormity it takes 25 extra
account of litigation. During the
1nrpa para tn nrmvpv them arnnnri thp
one!
was
mer operations the Bennett
Z"TZ...-ennntrv.
and acres of canvas to houso
of the largest producers in the Organ acted
350 wild and domestic animals,
them;
state
the
late
by
legislature.
region and kept from sixty to one He serves without
any "salary attach- 250 employes, three arenas In the big
tent, where all the wild animal acts
ed.
'
Mr. Hicks informs us that in the take place, scores of brilliantly decfuture all moneys expended on orated wagons for the street parade
will have to pass through the and the greatest show, both as an edbridges
amusement
and
value,
Generally means helping an entire family. hands of the commissioners appoint- ucational
amusement
Her back aches so she can hardly drag; ed by the governor. The
lovers of
to
the
known
is
Clipper
she
and
around. Her nerves are on edge
sure glad there is to be a change in the country.
is nearly wild. Headache and Sleepless- our
W
Through the personal supervision
road and bridge laws because
ness unfit her for the care of her family.
show
conducted
is
the
Mr.
of
Barnes,
could
worse
not
be made much
Rheumatic Pains and Lumbago rack her they
were and there is a chance upon the most refined and courteous
body. But, let ber take than they
principles, with the one thought for
for improvement.
John Hicks sure makes a good the safety of the ladies and children.
road overseer and the- - Clipper is in Mr. Peck states that those who aro
favor of him holding the job during fond of the best amusement should
behavior. The people of Cuer not miss this opportunity. There
'and all these ailments good
vo are all well pleased with Mr. will be two performances, afternoon
will
She
will disappear.
'
Hicks as road overseer. The writer and evening, with a monster parad?
MISS MAYBELLE HOLLIDAY, COL UMBUS. OHIO.
j soon recover ber strength
held
once
office
overseer at 10 a. m.
of
the
road
and healthy activity for
Miss Maybelle Holllday Is a glove celebration. She presided
It will not pay you to waste your
Foley Kidney Pills are and served two terms as clerk of a
Mr. Hicks so far time writing out your legal forms
in a Columbus (O.) department ally as queen during the centennial, b
ng, curative, strengthening and tonic, township board, but
store. She was voted the prettiest glr ut now has returned to tne giove
v. Adicine for all Kidney, Bladder and is giving better satisfaction than any when you can get them already printroad overseer we ever met Cuervo ed at the New Mexican Printing 1 in the capital city when she was se- - counter,
i,- fay Diseases that always
lected queen for the great centennial
wto by all droggMU.
Clipper. Company.
BUSY UNTIL CHRISTMAS.
We understand Mr. Arlington has
done remarkably well with his threshing machine this year and still has all
he can do up to Christmas. The great
quantity of wheat sown this year will
make even a greater demand for the
thresher. Montoya Republican.
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Helping a Woman
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Foley
Kidney Pills
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car,
the State bank of Douglas, and again
.
A posse orescaped,
ganized here, started in pursuit.

Providing for Amendment of Section
Five (5) Article Twenty-on(XXI
of the Constitution of the State of
New Mexico. H. Sub. S. J. R. No.
5., Filed May 29, 1912.
Be It Resolved by the Legislature of
the State of New Mexico:
That Section Five (5) of Article
Twenty-on(21) of the Constitution
of the State of New Mexico,
"This state shall never enact any
law restricting or abridging the right
of suffrage on account of race, color
or previous condition of servitude;
and in compliance with the requirements of the said act of Congress, it
is hereby provided that ability to read,
write, speak and understand the English Laneuaee sufficiently well to con
duct the duties of the office without
the aid of an interpreter, shall be a
necessary qualification for all state
officers and members of the state legislature."
Be, and the same hereby is amended so that the same shall read as fole

empty-handed-

OF LOCAL INTEREST.
Some People We Know and We Will
Profit by Hearing About Them.

This is a purely local event.
It took place in Santa Fe.
Not In some faraway place.
You are asked tr 'nvestigate it.
Asked to believe a citizen's word;
To confirm a citizen's statement.
at
Any article that Is endorsed
home
Is more worthy of confidence
Than one you know nothing about,
Endorsed by unknown people,
H. Baca, Prop, meat market, Delgado St., Santa Fe, N. Mex., says:
"About two and a ialf years ago I
gave a public statement, telling of
my experience with Doan's Kidney
Pills.
They completely rid me of
pains in my back that had troubled
me off and on for months. When I
stooped or brought a strain on my
loins, I suffered severely and there
were various symptoms which convinced me that my trouble came from
disordered kidneys.
I finally used
.. t.
1
T1
Till
T'lJ
.mm,,."
relief. I continued taking
them and it was not long before
every symptom of trouble disappear
ed."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Co., Buffalo,
cents, Foster-MilburNew York, sole agents for the United
States.
RememDer tne name Doan's and
ttke no other.

.muuru,.,
1

o

1

1

e

lows,
ARTICLE

XXI.

This state shall never enact any law restricting or abridging
the right of suffrage on account of
race, color or previous condition ot
servitude.
Sec. 5.

1

;

Are You a Seller7 An advertise-promp- t
ment ,n the c,assified cohlmns of the
,
Vow
M.
tate on the market effectively. It will
put the facts of your property before
the eyes of all possible buyers.
A little want ad costs

but a few
wonderful results
when published in the New Mexican.

cents and brings
Try

one.

if;?
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SANTA FE

EIGHT

"The

EVERY DAY
IS

A

Busy Day

WITH US!
MAKE THEM A LITTLE BUSIER
By 'Phoning Your Order

FOR QUALITY GROCERIES
Groceries,

Fruits,

Poultry,

Governor William C. McDonald is
reported ill in Albuquerque. The New
Mexican received a telegram Friday
from Roswell stating that the gover-- !
nor was ill but not seriously. It now
seems that the governor is in such
poor health that he had to take a
rest. Miss Olsen, his efficient secretary will leave for the Duke City this
evening to take some documents reD quiring the governor's signature."
With'Travellng Auditor Howell Ernest in Albuquerque and State Auditor
V. G. Sargent traveling toward the
north of the state, and Governor Mc
Donald ill in Albuquerque, the state
board of equalization did not have a
session today.
Attorney General
Clancy and Secretary of State Lucero
did not feel that the board should
meet with two members.
Alvan X. White, state superintend-- '
ent of education, leaves tomorrow for
Boise, Idaho, to attend the meeting of
'state superintendents from all over
the land.
Game Warden de Baca has gone to
Wagon Mound on business. He will
be away until Thursday,
NEW

COMPANY,

Articles of incorporation were filed
today in the state corporation com-- i
niissioner's office by the Equipment
company, with offices in Santa Fe and
;W. A. Whitney named as statutory

j

Vegetables, Meats,
Oysters,

THE PLAZA

Bakery Goods, Etc.

MarketCo.

Everything to

West Side of Plaza

Phone 4

F. ANDREWS

S. SPITZ,

Phone 4

HEADQUARTERS FOR

GROCERIES

AND

THE
Time Pieces That Are
Reliable!

LOCAL ITEMS.'

For each waB a little Paja-ritapottery souvenir to ponder over
the gift of the School of American
Archaeology. Santa Fe has some live
wires over in the Old Palace.
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for rent.
The finest rooms in the city, having
all modern conveniences, including
electric light, steam heat and bath&
The European Hotel, centrally located. State Progressive Headquarters in the hotel.
Tucked away somewhere deeply in
the innermost consciousness of every
human being Is the rememberance of
the jjrst circus ever attended. In the
onward progress the Al G. Barnes Big
Three Ring Wild Animal Circus has
forged to the front until now is Is the
largest exhibition of its kind in the
world.
This big show will give two
full and complete performances at
Santa Fe on October 15.
Do you wish to stop smoking? Then
of them.

n

HAVE YOUR WATCH CLEANED
OCCASIONALLY.

try a rich, mellow chocolate after
each meal just as the cigarette yearn"
Get
ing seized your mouth.
at book's for the test.
Mutes are "Some" Gardeners.
That's what was said when W. O.
Connor, head of the Xew Mexico
School for the Deaf brought to town
today some of the truck farm produce. There was a carrot which would
have been too big for a horse to bite
into and a turnip the size of a foot
ball. It was 23 inches round the waist
and had a turban hat of green which
looked formidable.
The mutes who
are pupils of the school may not say
a whole lot but they are making a
record for themselves in agricultural
and horticultural achievement.
License Permission to
Wedding
wed was granted today by the county
clerk to Amalia Abrello and Frederico
Lujan, both of Cerrillos.
"Pin-Tons-

Even if the Frost Did Come We Still Have

FLOWERS
Tri E ClAREN DON GARDEN
R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.

Phone Black 12.

From a given amount of wood the

WILSON HEATER
ft

PLAZA MARKET CO.

.

DRY GOODS, CLOTHING

AND NOTIONS
Ladies' and Mens Furnishing Goods.
DEAR MADAM:
When you buy Dry Goods or anything to wear you are interested in several
things. First, VALUE It's not the price you pay but what you get for the price
you pay that counts. Next, STYLE you want styles that are right up to the minute
clothes that are becoming to your personality.
Then, THE HOUSE BEHIND
know
THE GOODS You want to buy where you
positively that satisfaction is

really guaranteed.

the above meets your ideas, we are sure you will be satisfied if you trade at
this store a store that has built their success on satisfied customers a store that
never fails to make good on any complaint, no matter how large or how small.
We are now in our heart of merchandising on the "Satisfaction Guaranteed'.'
plan and our business shows a continued increase month after month, and year
after year.
We want your business, your friends' business, and your friends' friends'
business. We try to satisfy each customer so perfectly that she will be glad to recommend this store to her friends. That's why our business grows so fast.
We sell only those makes of goods which have won our reputation solely on
their merits. Each line of goods we handle is here solely because we know it is
the best of its class in the country. Careful comparison will prove' the superiority
of our values.
'
We stand back of your purchase with the broadest kind of a guarantee, which
means, if the goods don't satisfy you, you get your money back, and in such cases,
we do it so quickly and so willingly as to leave no doubt in your mind but that it is a
pleasure for us to do so.
Above all else, Ave want your good will, based on your satisfaction. You
should investigate the advantages of trading here.

If

Maj We Greet You Here Soon ?
Yours Truly,

NATHAN SALMON

'

FALL MILLINERY

HATS,
FEATHERS,

will
with the Hot Blast Down-Draproduce twice as much heat as any
other. It is because the Down-Draconsumes all the fuel and the gases
which arise from it, whereas in other
heaters the gases, which constitute one-ha- lf
the burnable part of the fuel, escape
unburned up the chimney. You can
start a fire in ' ten minutes and hold it
for 36 hours.
Remember.'it is fuel cost which
counts.
The Wilson saves
your Juel
ft

before-ffie1f;6unt-

W0k WATCHES
w

honorable board.
Heretofore the boards of commissioners have done this and It has always
been considered a legitimate expenditure in a good cause. School boards
throughout the state as well as boards
regents of our state institutions
agent The company is capitalized at of
The have signified to me n willingness o
250,000 with 1130.0110 paid in.
The allow teachers to attend this meeting
shares consist of 1500 at $100,
stockholders are: H, Whitney, 250 pre- on full pay and wherever It was posto
a
if not all, their exferred; J. O. Whitney, 250 preferred: sible topaythe part,
meeting.''
H. Whitney, 298 common; D. W. Whit- penses
ney, 250 common; J. O. Whitney, 250
common; L." B. Whitney, 1 share and
V. A. Whitney, 1 share.
to do a
The company is formed
general lumber business and handle
IN TELEPHONING
brick, lime, cement, etc.
Mexican. If your business
New
The
' s
MR. FRENCH IS BACK.
about advertising, subscriptions or
State Engineer French is back from
work, please call up "31 W." If
Salt Lake City where he attended the job
wish to speak to the editor or give
you
Xatlonal Irrigation congress which he
news, please phone "31 J."
said was the best attended In the his- any
tory of irrigation. He said: "We had
KASNER KAR auto lor hire. Phone
u delightful time, hearing 400 singers
141 J.
chant the ode to irrigation in the magFor reliable electric work, .see
nificent Mormon tabernacle. The musiPrices always reasonable,
Sparks.
Was
furnished
cal accompaniment
by
7." musicians.
Salt Lake City did all service prompt.
Meets Tonight There will be a
In its power to make our stay interesttonight of Montezuma Lodge
meeting
,
and
pleasant."'
ing
Xo. 1, A. F. and A. M. at Masonic hall.
Mr.
Discussing the convention,
brethren are welcome.
French admitted with a smile on his Visiting
Mr. Collins Says: "We are proud of
fuce that Xew Mexico and Texas each
'Pin-Tocandies. Another big
sent a strong delegation in a private the
in today. Come to Zopks
shipment
'
car, armed to the teetn witn docu and see 'em."
',''
ments and data on "that Rio Grande
to
has
Salmon
Nathan
arranged
to
for
fight
riverrmatter," preparing
checks
in
all
cash
pay
workingmen's
Texas
Mexico
and
the defense of New
to the use of the Rio Grande stream's Saturday afternoon and evening. On
waters. "But the Colorado delegation account of the banks being closed, this
did not bring up the subject,,' said will prove a great convenience.
The Woman's Home Missionary
Mr. French. One act of importance
the Society of St. John's Methodist church
performed by the convention wasinter-slate will
hold a regular and devotional
passage of a resolution that the
streams should be under the con- meeting tomorrow afternoon at 2:30
at the home of Mrs. Friday.
trol of the federal goveniment.
Commissioners Meet To consider
EDUCATIONAL MATTERS.
Alvan X. White, head of the de- bills and look over bids for the erectpartment of education, has sent out ion of the Galisteo bridge is the work
a letter to the members of the board mapped out for the Santa Fe County
oi county commissioners throughout Commissioners who are meeting today
the state urging them to pay the ex at the court house, Jose Oritz y Pino
penses of the county school superin-- i presiding.
That $75 Round Oak Base Burner
tendents to the state education meeting in Albuquerque Xovember 7 to in Gerdes' store was bought at Goe9
bel's.
He states, among other matters:
"You must agree with me that the
Collier Visits Pecos D. C. Collier,
most important problem before thej head of the San Diego exposition and
people of our new state is the educa-- j the man who does things, even without
tion of our children. In order to makej being in politics, made a dash for the
our educational system the very best! Pecos forest reserve this morning,
in the country it is necessary that re- - spending the day on the acres on
pcated conferences be had of our edu- which he has obtained an option. Mr.
cational forces. It is planned to have Collier will leave this evening for
county Xew York City.
every one of the twenty-sisuperintendents in Albuquerque, XoGeographers Remembered The geovember 6th, for a full day's conference graphers, some 65 strong, passed
od educational matters. I have a num- through Lamy at 11 p'clock this mornber of exceedingly important matters ing on their special train and were
to lay
still thinks
superintend reminded that Santa-Fents. It means a wonderful step in
educational advancement to outline a
complete and, comprehensive planj
which may be uniformly followed by
the various county superintendents.!
I am satisfied that such a meeting and
LATEST IN
conference will result in a united and
successful solution of the great manyl
perplexing educational problems. The
county commissioners have uniformly!
been liberal in assisting county super-- !
intendents in their educational work
and I feel cqnfident that you will be
willing to defray the small expenses
incident to your county superintendent
attending our association at AlbuMISS A. MUGLER,
querque. Also, that same is a legitimate expense that may be paid out
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLaZA.
oi any available fund at the sound dis
x

To their Stock of Meats
Give Us a Trial.

HIGH-GRAD- E
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Have Added a Complete
Line of

JEWELER
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of Quality Groceries"

Home

m
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-

one-ha-
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bill.

Santa Fe Hardware
and Supply Co.

ETC.

SUITS

DRESSES

to $20.00 $12.50 to $16.00

$17.50

$8.50

$12.50

DRESSES
Beautiful new dresses in variety 'of new models. The very latest hew winter styles. A splendid group of charming ' dresses. Not many of
each kind but for early buyers every size in each
kind.

SUITS
d
suits of extra qualiHigh grade,
ty. A suit to suit every fancy suits particular
The best efwomen, will want to wear now.
who are contailors
forts of skilled, competent
in tailored
the
best
to
produce
stantly trying
store.
suits for our
Every garment can rightman-tailore-

fully be termed "hand made."

COATS
','
The new coats are charming, " seven-eightfullness
on
the
with
shoulders,
and
draped
long
but still narrow at the bottom. The range of
fabrics and colors is so extensive that it would
be hard ta describe them all.
hs

DRY GOODS
Popular new dress goods at unusual prices.
We are turning trade conditions to your advantage in the Dry Goods section. See that you get
your share of the savings. You will enjoy seeing the handsome fabrics now shown here.

DRESSES

SUITS
$17.50

to $20.00 $12.50 to $16.00

$12.50
......

-

$8.50
v

!

